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Abstract
Let k be an e4ective in5nite perfect 5eld, k[x1; : : : ; xn] the polynomial ring in n variables and
F ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn]M×M a square polynomial matrix verifying F2 = F . Suppose that the entries
of F are polynomials given by a straight-line program of size L and their total degrees are
bounded by an integer D. We show that there exists a well parallelizable algorithm which
computes bases of the kernel and the image of F in time (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n): By means of this
result we obtain a single exponential algorithm to compute a basis of a complete intersection
ring in Noether position. More precisely, let f1; : : : ; fn−r ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn] be a regular sequence
of polynomials given by a slp of size ‘, whose degrees are bounded by d: Let R := k[x1; : : : ; xr]
and S := k[x1; : : : ; xn]=(f1; : : : ; fn−r) such that S is integral over R; we show that there exists
an algorithm running in time O(n)‘dO(n
2) which computes a basis of S over R: Also, as a
consequence of our techniques, we show a single exponential well parallelizable algorithm which
decides the freeness of a 5nite k[x1; : : : ; xn]-module given by a presentation matrix, and in the
a@rmative case it computes a basis. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is the e4ective computation of bases of certain free modules
over the polynomial ring k[x1; : : : ; xn], where k is an arbitrary e4ective in5nite perfect
5eld. Essentially, we consider two main cases of free k[x1; : : : ; xn]-modules: the kernel
and the image of a polynomial projection matrix (Theorem A below) and a com-
plete intersection ring in Noether position (Theorem C below). We consider also the
more general case of the freeness of k[x1; : : : ; xn]-modules given a presentation matrix
(Theorem B below).
Before stating the main results of this paper we make a brief description of the
computational model we use here: it follows the model presented in several previous
articles (see for instance [18,20,19]), where an exhaustive study of its advantages and
limitations with respect to other alternative ones is done. For this reason we give here
only a minimum of notions and basic facts about it.
1.1. The computational model
Let k be an e4ective in5nite perfect 5eld. The algorithms we shall use are de-
scribed by arithmetic networks (cf. [47]) represented by acyclic oriented graphs where
each node represents a constant of k, an input variable, an arithmetic operation ∗ ∈
{+;−;×;÷} in k, a Boolean operation, an equality test or a selection. We shall suppose
that our arithmetic networks are always division-free: this means that when evaluating
the network on a generic point (i.e. on its input variables) we execute only divisions by
nonzero constants from k (therefore our arithmetic networks only compute polynomials
with coe@cients in k).
We compute arithmetic or Boolean operations, equality tests and selections at unit
cost and so we associate to an arithmetic network two complexity measures: the se-
quential time or size (the quantity of nodes) and the parallel time or depth (the size
of the longest oriented path in the graph). An arithmetic network without decision and
selector nodes (and consequently, without Boolean operations) is called an arithmetic
circuit or straight-line program (we write “slp”). Thus, our slp’s will always compute
polynomials in the input variables with coe@cients in k. More precise de5nitions and
properties of arithmetic networks and circuits can be found in [7,47,28].
We say that an algorithm is well parallelizable if its parallel time depends polyno-
mially on log2(sequential time) and on the depth of the input slp’s.
The polynomials we deal with will be encoded as arithmetic circuits which evaluate
them. However, sometimes we will consider polynomials represented by a vector of
coe@cients (dense form) and also in a mixed form: polynomials encoded in dense
form with respect to speci5c main variables whereas their coe@cients with respect to
these variables are encoded by an arithmetic circuit.
A key point in our algorithms, as well as in several elimination algorithms, is the
problem of deciding if a polynomial is zero or not. Trivial interpolation procedures
require the evaluation of the polynomial in many points (if d is the degree of the
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polynomial and n the number of variables, one needs (d+ 1)n points), in a way that
the complexity times increase in a meaningful way.
Nevertheless, when the polynomials are encoded by slp’s the following remarkable
result holds (see [25] or [18]):
Theorem (Correct test sequences). Let W (d; n; L) be the set of all the polynomials in
k[x1; : : : ; xn] of total degrees bounded by d; which may be evaluated by slp’s of size
L: Set m := 6(L+n)(L+n+1) and let  be an arbitrary subset of k whose cardinality
is 2L(d+ 1)2: Therefore; there exists a subset Q = {1; : : : ; m}⊂n; depending only
on d; n; L and ; and verifying the following property: a polynomial f ∈ W (d; n; L)
is the zero-polynomial if and only if f(i) = 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; m:
The vectors 1; : : : ; m are called a correct test sequence for the set W (d; n; L): Unfor-
tunately, an e@cient procedure to construct a correct test sequence is not known (the
standard methods to compute it run in exponential complexity time). Since the de-
grees, number of variables and evaluation complexity of all polynomials which appear
throughout our algorithms may be estimated a priori, in our model we will suppose the
reasonable hypothesis that a correct test sequence for all these polynomials is given
in a preprocessing step (see also [18]). Anyway, for the reader which remains cir-
cumspect because of this assumption, let us remark that an adequate and performing
random version for the choice of a correct test sequence can be done (see [18, Section
2.1]); this fact will transform our algorithms in probabilistic algorithms with the same
complexity bounds (see also [35]).
1.2. The results
After the seminal paper of Mayr and Meyer [36] (see also [12]) it is well known
that the problem of solving linear equation systems over k[x1; : : : ; xn] requires double
exponential time and involves polynomials of degrees of similar order. In our previous
paper [1], we have shown that this double exponential dependence on the degree may
be avoided for those systems such that the image of its associated matrix is a free
k[x1; : : : ; xn]-module (for example, projection matrices). Following the same mathemat-
ical ideas, combined with appropriate algorithmic constructions, we are able to exhibit
a single exponential algorithm to compute bases of the kernel and the image of a
projection polynomial matrix:
Theorem A (See Theorem 22 below). Let F ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn]M×M be a polynomial
matrix corresponding to a linear projection (i.e. F2 = F) such that its entries are
polynomials of degrees bounded by an integer D and are given by a straight-line
program of size L. Then there exists a well parallelizable algorithm which runs in
sequential time (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n) computing two subsets of k[x1; : : : ; xn]M : {v1; : : : ; vs}
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and {vs+1; : : : ; vM} such that
1. {v1; : : : ; vM} is a basis of k[x1; : : : ; xn]M :
2. {v1; : : : ; vs} is a basis of Im(F) and {vs+1; : : : ; vM} is a basis of Ker(F):
3. The coordinates of the vectors vi are polynomials of degrees bounded by (MD)O(n)
and they are given by a straight-line program of size (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n):
Besides, with worse complexity upper bounds (but always in the single exponen-
tial class) it is possible to generalize this result for arbitrary unimodular polynomial
matrices (see De5nition 1 and Theorem 25). This generalization allows to show a
“freeness-test” of 5nitely generated k[x1; : : : ; xn]-modules given by a presentation ma-
trix (see De5nition 3):
Theorem B (See Corollary 26 below). Let P be a k[x1; : : : ; xn]-module of :nite type
and F ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn]N×M a presentation matrix for P. Suppose that the entries of the
matrix F have total degrees bounded by D and are given by a straight-line program
of size L: Then there exists a well parallelizable algorithm which runs in sequential
time (nL)O(1)((M + N )D)O(n
4) which decides if P is free and in the a;rmative case
computes a basis of P.
The techniques we apply are based on the classical ideas of Quillen, Suslin and
Vaserstein used to solve the so-called “Serre Conjecture”. From the algorithmic point
of view many of these ideas appear in several papers related to the computation of
bases of free modules, combined with Groebner bases procedures (see for instance
[31,33,34]) or with the e4ective Nullstellensatz (see [16,8]). This paper follows the
second approach because the theoretical upper bounds which come from Groebner
basis methods are too large for our “single exponential” purposes.
Theorem A plays a main role in our approach to compute bases for complete inter-
section rings in Noether position (Theorem C below). More precisely, let f1; : : : ; fn−r ∈
k[x1; : : : ; xn] be a regular sequence in a polynomial ring over a perfect 5eld k. Sup-
pose that the variables are in Noether position, in other words the canonical morphism
R := k[x1; : : : ; xr] → S := k[x1; : : : ; xn]=(f1; : : : ; fn−r) is injective and integral. It is well
known that under these hypotheses the ring S is an R-free module of 5nite rank (see
[15, Corollary 18:17; 21, Lemma 3:3:1; 41]). This situation appears in a very natural
way when one looks for e4ective solutions of polynomial systems. This problem has
been considered mainly in the zero-dimensional case, where the base ring R is the 5eld
k and the ring S is simply a 5nite k-vector space. In this case there exist “good” theo-
retical algorithms computing a k-basis of S but their techniques cannot be generalized
in an obvious way for the positive dimensional case. In fact, up to now, we did not
know single exponential algorithms for the general case. In this paper we obtain the
following result:
Theorem C (See Theorem 40 below). Let f1; : : : ; fn−r ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn] be a regular se-
quence of polynomials of degree bounded by an integer d and given by a straight-line
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program of size ‘; such that the canonical morphism R := k[x1; : : : ; xr] →
S := k[x1; : : : ; xn]=(f1; : : : ; fn−r) is injective and integral (“Noether position”) and as-
sume that the ring S is reduced (i.e. S has no nilpotent elements). Then there exists a
well parallelizable algorithm running in sequential time O(n)‘dO(n
2) which computes;
from the input polynomials f1; : : : ; fn−r ; a slp of size nO(1)dO(n
2) which evaluates a
family of polynomials in k[x1; : : : ; xn] of degrees bounded by ndO(n
2); and whose classes
in S are an R-basis.
If S is not reduced; it is also possible to compute an R-basis of S by means of
an algorithm (not necessarily well parallelizable) which runs in the same sequential
time.
This result may be also reinterpreted from a topological point of view: let V ⊂An
be the algebraic variety de5ned by the polynomials f1; : : : ; fn−r and let  :V → Ar
be the projection map induced by the injection R ,→ S; in terms of algebraic bundles,
the freeness of S over R says that the variety V is a trivial bundle over Ar : In this
sense Theorem C provides an explicit and algorithmic description of this trivializa-
tion.
Our methods are close to those of our previous paper [1], where upper bounds for
the degree of representatives of a basis of S are estimated. By means of arguments of
traces for complete intersection rings it is possible to construct a matrix F with entries
in R whose image is related to a basis of S (Sections 5.3 and 6). The matrix F has
the additional property of being a projection matrix (i.e. F2 = F); thus Theorem A
allows to construct a basis of its image and, as a consequence, a basis of S verifying
the statement of Theorem C. The increase of the complexity bounds in Theorem C
with respect to Theorem A is due to the size of the matrix F (typically of order dO(n)
from Bezout Theorem).
As we said above, the data structure of the considered algorithms corresponds to
encoding polynomials by straight-line programs. However, the algorithms may be also
interpreted in a mixed data structure: input polynomials given by a vector of coordinates
(“dense representation”) while the output is given by straight-line programs. In this
case both theorems remain valid forgetting the quantities L and ‘ in the complexity
upper bounds. In this model Theorem A may be seen as an algorithm which runs in
polynomial time in the length of the input, since the typical length of a polynomial in
n variables of degree D is of order Dn (this is not the case of Theorem C, because
the exponent O(n2) appears in the complexity upper bound).
Obviously, our single exponential complexity bounds make hopeless any possible
implementation. However, the knowledge of the algebraic structure of the ring associ-
ated to a polynomial equations system should play a main role in order to e4ectively
solve it. In this sense this paper represents the 5rst global result on the computation
of bases of these rings for the complete intersection case.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we brieSy sketch basic subrou-
tines we shall use throughout the paper (Sections 2.1–2.3). The main result of this
section is the elimination of superSuous minors of a polynomial unimodular matrix
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that we describe in detail in Section 2.2. The routines described in Sections 2.1 and
2.3 are well known and then, we just quote them without their proofs. Section 3 is
devoted to the e4ective computation of bases of the kernel and the image of a projec-
tion polynomial matrix. This is done by means of an e4ective local–global procedure:
the local constructions are described in Sections 3.1–3.3, and the global passage in
Section 3.4.
The results of Section 3 are generalized in Section 4 for the case of an arbitrary uni-
modular polynomial matrix. As a consequence we exhibit a single exponential method
to decide the freeness of k[x1; : : : ; xn]-modules from a presentation matrix.
In Section 5 we apply the classical trace theory for Gorenstein rings in order to
describe a basis of a complete intersection ring in Noether position. An overview of
the trace theory is given in Section 5.1; meanwhile in Section 5.2 we exhibit explicit
degree upper bounds for traces. We make use of these tools in Section 5.3 obtaining
bounds for the degree of a certain basis of a complete intersection ring. Finally, in
Section 6, we construct e4ectively this basis.
2. A toolkit of basic algorithms
In this section we describe a family of basic routines we shall use throughout this
paper. Almost all of these subalgorithms are well known. We shall describe more
explicitly one of them in Section 2.2 (a procedure to decide the unimodularity of a
polynomial matrix avoiding superSuous minors) because we do not know a reference
of such a result and it implies an apparently new decision procedure to determine the
freeness of a k[x1; : : : ; xn]-module given by generators and their relations (see Propo-
sition 4).
2.1. Basic algorithms
A – Putting straight-line programs into dense form. Computing the homogeneous
components: Let f be a polynomial in k[x1; : : : ; xn] given by a slp of size L. Let m ∈
N; 1 ≤ m ≤ n; and d := degxn−m+1 ;:::;x n(f); there exists a well parallelizable algorithm
which runs in sequential time LdO(m) whose output is the coe@cients of the polynomial
f seen as a polynomial in k[x1; : : : ; xn−m][xn−m+1; : : : ; xn] . Moreover, these coe@cients
are given by a slp of size LdO(m) (see [40, Proposition 3:1:1]).
This procedure may be applied in order to obtain the homogeneous components of a
given polynomial: let f be a polynomial in k[x1; : : : ; xn]; of degree D; given by a slp of
size L and let t be a new variable; the polynomial g :=f(tx1; : : : ; txn) ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn; t]
has degree in t bounded by D and it can be evaluated by a slp of size L+n: Interpolating
with respect to the variable t; we obtain the homogeneous components of f in time
(L+ n)DO(1) and we may evaluate them by a slp of size (L+ n)DO(1):
B – Determinant, inverse and rank of polynomial matrices: Let F be a matrix in
k[x1; : : : ; xn]N×N whose entries are polynomials given by a slp of size L: There exist
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well parallelizable algorithms running in time (LN )O(1) computing:
1. A slp which evaluates the determinant and the coe@cients in k[x1; : : : ; xn] of the
characteristic polynomial of F .
2. A slp which evaluates the entries of F−1 (if F is invertible).
3. The rank of F (as a matrix in k(x1; : : : ; xn)N×N ) and a submatrix of maximal rank.
The 5rst two items follow from Berkowitz [5] and the last one from Mulmuley [37]
(see also a brief description of it in Section 2.2 below); in both cases the mentioned al-
gorithms may be easily adapted for the case of multivariate polynomials given by slp’s.
C – Euclid’s polynomial division: Let f and g be polynomials in k[x1; : : : ; xn]; of
degrees D1 ≤ D and D2 ≤ D, respectively, given by a slp of size L, and assume
that g is monic with respect to the variable xn. There exists a well parallelizable
algorithm running in time (LD)O(1) producing a slp which evaluates the quotient and
the remainder of the Euclid’s division of f by g with respect to xn: Their total degrees
are bounded by D1D2 : This procedure is a straightforward consequence of Subroutine
A and the Berkowitz algorithm.
D – E>ective Nullstellensatz: Let f1; : : : ; fs be polynomials in k[x1; : : : ; xn] of degrees
bounded by D; given by a slp of size L: There exists a well parallelizable algorithm
running in time (nL)O(1)DO(n) which decides if 1 belongs to the ideal (f1; : : : ; fs) and,
if this is the case, it computes by means of a slp of the same size certain polynomials
p1; : : : ; ps ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn] such that
1. 1= p1f1 + · · ·+ psfs:
2. maxj{deg(pj)} ≤ 3n2Dn+1.
For a proof see for instance [18,20, Theorem 20] or [22] (for related articles about the
E4ective Nullstellensatz see also the research papers [6,9,27,43,16,4,10,39,21,42,28,44]
and the surveys [3,45]).
E – Consistence of a system of polynomial equations and inequalities: Let f1; : : : ; fs;
g1; : : : ; gs′ be polynomials in k[x1; : : : ; xn] of degrees bounded by D given by a slp
of size L; and let P := {f1 = 0; : : : ; fs = 0; g1 = 0; : : : ; gs′ = 0}: There exists a well
parallelizable algorithm running in time L2(ss′)O(1)DO(n) which decides if P is empty
(see [40, Remark 3:4:3]).
F – Computation of cells: Let f1; : : : ; fs be polynomials in k[x1; : : : ; xn]: Any non-
empty set of type {f1"10; : : : ; fs"s0; "i ∈ {=; =}∀i} is called a cell. Following [40] and
the “divide and conquer” argument of [17] it is possible to enumerate all the cells by
means of a well parallelizable algorithm running in sequential time L2sO(1)DO(n); where
D is an upper bound for the degrees of the polynomials fi and L is the size of the slp
which computes them.
2.2. Eliminating super?uous minors
Denition 1. Let F be a polynomial matrix in k[x1; : : : ; xn]N×M of rank s; we say that
F is unimodular if their s× s minors span the whole ring k[x1; : : : ; xn].
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Customarily the notion of unimodular matrix corresponds to the case of rectangu-
lar matrices in k[x1; : : : ; xn]N×M ; where N ≤ M and their N × N minors generate
the polynomial ring, or equivalently, F represents an epimorphism; our de5nition is
slightly more general and corresponds to matrices whose image are direct summands
of k[x1; : : : ; xn]N (in particular free by Quillen–Suslin Theorem). Let us observe that
any projection matrix F (i.e. F2 = F) is also unimodular, because in this case N =M
and k[x1; : : : ; xn]M =Ker(F)⊕ Im(F):
If F is a unimodular matrix there are
(
M
s
)(
N
s
)
many s × s minors generating
k[x1; : : : ; xn]; since we are interested in algorithms with complexities at most single
exponential on the number of variables n; this quantity (exponential on the size of the
matrix) is too large for our purposes. In this subsection we describe an algorithm based
on a procedure to 5nd the rank of a matrix over a 5eld, due to Mulmuley (see [38]),
which computes an admissible number of these minors and, in particular, it decides if
a given polynomial matrix is unimodular (Lemma 2 below).
We start recalling brieSy the mentioned Mulmuley’s algorithm:
Let H be a matrix in kN×M . First, consider the symmetric square matrix(
0 H
Ht 0
)
∈ k(N+M)×(N+M)
whose rank is twice the rank of H: Then the matrix
H ′($) :=


1 0 · · · 0
0 $ · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · $N+M−1


(
0 H
Ht 0
)
∈ k[$](N+M)×(N+M)
(where $ is a variable over k), veri5es the relation
2rk(H) = rk(H ′($)) = N +M − %;
where % is the biggest power of t dividing the characteristic polynomial P(t) ∈ k($)[t]
of H ′($):
If H = (hij) ∈ kN×M is a matrix of rank s, the previous procedure can be used to
compute a submatrix H˜ ∈ ks×s with maximal rank, as follows: Let R1; : : : ; RN be the
rows of H and C1; : : : ; CM be its columns. Using Mulmuley’s algorithm, one computes
the rank of the submatrices H (i) ∈ ki×M for i=1; : : : ; N , whose rows are the 5rst i rows
of H: Let us consider the set I whose elements are those indices i; such that rk(H (i))¿
rk(H (i−1)); clearly the cardinal of I is s: Set H˜ 1 ∈ ks×M the matrix (hij)i∈I ; 1≤j≤M .
Repeating this procedure with the columns of H; we have another set of indices J and
another submatrix H˜ 2 ∈ kN×s with linearly independent columns Cj; with j ∈ J . Let
us see that the submatrix H˜ := (hij)i∈I ; j∈J ∈ ks×s is invertible. Actually, the matrix H
can be reduced by elementary row operations into a matrix of type(
H˜ 1
0
)
= UH;
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where U ∈ kN×N is an invertible matrix. Since the columns Cj; for j ∈ J; are lin-
early independent, this is true for the corresponding columns of UH too, and so H˜ is
invertible.
From the previous procedure, we are able to eliminate “superSuous” minors of a
given unimodular matrix, as follows:
Lemma 2. Let F be a polynomial matrix in k[x1; : : : ; xn]N×M of rank s; whose entries
are polynomials of degrees bounded by D and given by a slp of size L. Then there
exist ,1; : : : ; ,Q ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn]; s × s-non-zero minors of the matrix F; Q ≤ ((M +
N )6D)n; such that 1 ∈ (,1; : : : ; ,Q) if and only if F is a unimodular matrix (see
De:nition 1).
These minors can be computed by means of a well parallelizable algorithm which
runs in sequential time (nL)O(1)((N +M)D)O(n); and they are given by a slp of size
(sL)O(1): Moreover; this procedure gives a method to decide if a given matrix is
unimodular in time (nL)O(1)((N +M)D)O(n):
Proof. Let F (i) ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn]i×M be the submatrix of F whose rows are the 5rst i
rows of F; 1 ≤ i ≤ N: By Mulmuley, for each - ∈ kn, the rank of F (i)(-) is equal to
(M+ i−%i)=2; where %i is the biggest power of t dividing the characteristic polynomial
Pi(-; $; t) of the matrix:
F (i)
′
(-; $) :=


1 0 · · · 0
0 $ · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · $M+i−1

 :
(
0 F (i)(-)
F (i)(-)t 0
)
∈ k[-; $](M+i)×(M+i):
Clearly, Pi(-; $; t) is a polynomial in the variables $; t and also in the coordinates of
the point -. The polynomial Pi(x; $; t) ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn; $; t] may be written as
tM+i + aiM+i−1(x; $)t
M+i−1 + · · ·+ ai%i(x; $)t%i ;
where each aij(x; $) ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn; $] is a sum of determinants of square (M + i − j)-
submatrices of F (i)
′
(x; $) and then
deg$ a
i
j(x; $) ≤ 1 + 2 + · · ·+ (M + i − 1) =
(M + i − 1)(M + i)
2
¡
(M + N )2
2
:
Repeating the previous arguments for the submatrices C(k) whose columns are the 5rst
k columns of F we obtain, in a similar way, polynomials bkl (x; $); l=0; : : : ; N + k− 1;
such that
deg$ b
k
l (x; $)¡
(N +M)2
2
for k = 1; : : : ; M:
Let us consider now the set ⊂ k[x1; : : : ; xn]; whose elements are all the coe@cients
of the polynomials aij and b
k
l ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn][$] for i=1; : : : ; N; j=0; : : : ; M+ i−1; k=
1; : : : ; M and l= 0; : : : ; N + k − 1:
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Since the polynomials aij; b
k
l can be evaluated by a slp of size ((N + M)L)
O(1)
(Berkowitz’s algorithm); interpolating in the variable $ (cf. [40, Proposition 3:1:1]
or Subroutine A), we obtain the polynomials of  also by means of a slp of size
((N +M)L)O(1).
Remark that the cardinal of  is bounded by
N (N +M)
(
(N +M)2
2
+ 1
)
+M (N +M)
(
(N +M)2
2
+ 1
)
= (N +M)O(1):
Moreover, observe that each consistent sign condition over the polynomials of 
determines uniquely the rank of the submatrices F1(-); : : : ; FN (-); C1(-); : : : ; CM (-), for
any point - ∈ Ukn verifying such a sign condition (where Uk denotes an algebraic closure
of the 5eld k).
Thus, if we 5x now a consistent sign condition over ; the choice of rows and
columns of F made as in Mulmuley’s procedure is the same for any point - ∈ Ukn
verifying the mentioned sign condition. In other words, there is an assignation between
the set of consistent sign conditions over  and the set of certain submatrices of F of
rank at most s, such that for any point - verifying a 5xed sign condition its associated
submatrix is invertible when it is evaluated in -.
In this way, computing all the consistent sign conditions over  by means of the
algorithm described in [17] (see also Subroutine F) we obtain certain distinguished
submatrices of F . Taking into account the cardinal of , the degrees of its elements
and the cost of computing them, these submatrices can be obtained in time(nL)O(1)((N+
M)D)O(n). Since the number of consistent sign conditions is bounded by ((N+M)6D)n
(see [24, Section 3, Corollary 1]) the number of these submatrices can be bounded
by the same constant. We take the polynomials ,1; : : : ; ,Q as the determinants of those
associated submatrices which have size s× s.
In order to see that ,1; : : : ; ,Q verify the statement of the lemma, let us observe
that if F is unimodular the matrix in kN×M obtained by evaluation in any arbitrary
point - ∈ Ukn has also rank s; independently of the point -; in other words we have:
rk(F) = rk(FN (-)) = rk(CM (-)) = s for all - ∈ Ukn (this fact is a consequence of the
Nullstellensatz and De5nition 1). Hence, since any point - ∈ Ukn satis5es at least one
of the consistent sign conditions, the associated submatrix must have size s × s and
its determinant is non-zero after the evaluation in -; then the polynomials ,1; : : : ; ,Q
generate the polynomial ring k[x1; : : : ; xn]: The converse implication is obvious.
Finally, in order to check the unimodularity of F; it su@ces to compute the poly-
nomials ,1; : : : ; ,Q and to check if they generate the ring k[x1; : : : ; xn] by means of
the e4ective Nullstellensatz (see Subroutine D). This procedure does not increase in a
meaningful way the previous complexity time.
As an easy consequence of the previous lemma we are able to describe an e4ective
decision test about the freeness of a 5nitely generated k[x1; : : : ; xn]-module, given by
generators and relations. Up to our knowledge this method improves the previous results
on the matter, at least from the complexity point of view (see also [34, Section 2]).
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Denition 3. Let P be a k[x1; : : : ; xn]-module of 5nite type, a matrix F ∈
k[x1; : : : ; xn]N×M is called a presentation matrix for P if there exists a surjective map
’ : k[x1; : : : ; xn]M → P such that the rows of F are a system of generators of Ker(’).
If D is a bound for the degrees of the entries of F and L is a bound for the sizes
of the slp which computes them, we have the following result (see also Corollary 26):
Proposition 4. There exists a well parallelizable algorithm which decides; from the in-
put presentation matrix F; the freeness of P in sequential time (nL)O(1)((N+M)D)O(n).
Proof. Let us consider the exact sequence:
0→ Ker(’)→ k[x1; : : : ; xn]M → P → 0:
If P is k[x1; : : : ; xn]-free, since the previous sequence splits, Ker(’) must be a direct
summand of k[x1; : : : ; xn]M . Conversely, if Ker(’) is a direct summand of k[x1; : : : ; xn]M ,
we have P ⊕ Ker(’)  k[x1; : : : ; xn]M and then, by Quillen–Suslin Theorem, P must
be free.
Therefore, it su@ces to decide if Ker(’) = Im(Ft) is a direct summand of
k[x1; : : : ; xn]M , or equivalently, the unimodularity of the matrix F . Therefore, in order
to decide the freeness of P it su@ces to apply Lemma 2.
2.3. A linear change of coordinates
Let F be a N × M polynomial matrix of rank s whose entries are polynomials of
degrees bounded by a constant D and given by a slp of size L. Following Mulmuley’s
algorithm mentioned in Subroutine B item 3, it is possible to obtain, in time (L(N +
M))O(1); a non-singular s× s submatrix of F whose determinant % ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn] can
be evaluated by a slp of size (sL)O(1).
For technical reasons, in the sequel, we shall need the polynomial % to be monic
in all the variables x1; : : : ; xn: More precisely, if , := deg(%) we need that % = -1x,1 +
· · · + -nx,n + %˜ where -1; : : : ; -n ∈ k; -j = 0 ∀j = 1; : : : ; n and %˜ ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn] has
degree at most , − 1: This can be done making a linear change of coordinates in
the ground ring k[x1; : : : ; xn] as follows: let %K the homogeneous component of % of
maximal degree K ≤ sD; this homogeneous polynomial %K can be computed from the
matrix F by means of an algorithm which runs in sequential time (Ln(N +M)D)O(1);
whose output is a slp of size ((sL)O(1)+n)(sD)O(1) which evaluates %K (see Subroutine
A): It su@ces to exhibit a linear change of coordinates making %K monic in all the
variables.
For this, let us consider now n2 new variables (Tij)1≤i; j≤n and set G := det(Tij)∏n
j=1 %K (T1j; : : : ; Tnj); the polynomial G is not the zero polynomial in n
2 variables, its
degree is n(K + 1) ≤ n(sD + 1) and can be evaluated by a slp of size
(LnsD)O(1).
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From the theorem of correct test sequences mentioned in Section 1.1, there exists a
subset Q⊆ kn2 ; whose cardinal is 6((LnsD)O(1) +n2)((LnsD)O(1) +n2 +1)=(LnsD)O(1);
such that, for all polynomial H in n2 variables of degree at most n(sD+1) and given
by a slp of size at most (LnsD)O(1); we have
H = 0 ⇔ H () = 0 ∀ ∈ Q:
Therefore, 5xing  = (11; : : : ; 1n; : : : ; n1; : : : ; nn) ∈ Q such that G() = 0, the new
variables z1; : : : ; zn are de5ned by means of the following relations:
xj := 1jz1 + · · ·+ njzn; j = 1; : : : ; n:
This change of variables can be done in time (Ln(N +M)D)O(1).
Further, if f ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn] is given by a slp of size L, its corresponding polynomial
after the mentioned linear change of coordinates, can be evaluated by a new slp on
the variables z1; : : : ; zn of size L+ n2:
Let us observe that a similar change can be done simultaneously for a given 5nite
family of matrices (we shall use this fact for the matrices F and Id− F , when F is a
projection).
3. Construction of bases for the image and the kernel of a polynomial projection
matrix
In this section we deal with the construction of bases for the image and the kernel
of a polynomial projection matrix F ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn]M×M . Our approach follows seminal
ideas of several works concerning the proof of the ex-Serre’s conjecture (see [32,29]):
we shall construct bases and systems of generators of suitable localizations of the image
and the kernel of F; which we shall be able to glue by means of a quantitative version
of Vaserstein’s Theorem via the e4ective Nullstellensatz. In this procedure the fact that
we may consider only localizations in polynomials lying in the ring k[x1; : : : ; xn−1] plays
a main role in order to allow recursive methods. Thus we start with the construction
of a free k[x1; : : : ; xn−1]-module related to the image of F .
We recall that k denotes a perfect in5nite 5eld and Uk its algebraic closure; we write
An for the n-dimensional a@ne space Ukn equipped with the Zariski topology.
We shall denote in the sequel A := k[x1; : : : ; xn] and B := k[x1; : : : ; xn−1];
F ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn]M×M will be a projection matrix of rank s; that we shall call “the
input matrix”. The entries of F are polynomials whose total degrees are bounded by
an integer D, and they are given by a slp of size L.
For the sake of simplicity we shall suppose also that the 5rst s× s principal minor
% is monic in all the variables x1; : : : ; xn: In other words we assume that the linear
change of coordinates described in Section 2.3 is done. The complexity cost and the
modi5cations of the sizes of the slp’s in the input polynomials will be taken into
account only for the estimations of the main theorem (Theorem 22).
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3.1. A free k[x1; : : : ; xn−1] -module related to Im(F)
Denote by C1; : : : ; CM the columns of F and let L be the free k[x1; : : : ; xn]-module
generated by C1; : : : ; Cs. We consider the exact sequence
0→L→ Im(F)→ Q → 0;
where Q := Im(F)=L:
Since % is monic and %Q=0; Q admits a natural structure of k[x1; : : : ; xn−1]-module
generated by the classes of xknCi with k = 0; : : : ; d := deg(%) − 1; i = s + 1; : : : ; M .
Moreover, Q is a free k[x1; : : : ; xn−1]-module of 5nite rank (cf. [1, Proposition 3] or
[29, Chapter 3, Proposition 3:4]).
Denition 5. Let ’ : Bm → Q where m := (d+ 1)(M − s) the epimorphism de5ned as
follows: if e0; s+1; e1; s+1; : : : ; ed; s+1; : : : ; ed;M is the canonical basis of Bm; ’(ek; i) := xknCi
(observe that Ker(’) is also B-free by Quillen–Suslin).
From now on, we shall construct a system of generators for Ker(’) as follows:
Let w1; : : : ; wM be the canonical generators of Ker(F) (i.e. wi := ei−Ci; i=1; : : : ; M;
where {e1; : : : ; eM} is the canonical basis of AM ); in particular their coordinates have
degrees bounded by D.
Since % is monic in xn, we can compute the euclidean division of each coordinate
of wj by % in B[xn] following Subroutine C, obtaining vectors qj and rj in AM , in
time M (DsL)O(1) such that
wj = %qj + rj: (1)
The degree in xn of each coordinate of rj is bounded by d, meanwhile, its total degree
is bounded by sD2 and rj can be evaluated by a slp of size (DsL)O(1).
Since there are M many vectors wj; the total time to compute all vectors qj and rj
is M 2(DsL)O(1).
Now, for each xknrj ∈ AM with j = 1; : : : ; M and k = 0; : : : ; d, we compute again the
euclidean division
xknrj = %qkj + rkj; (2)
where rkj ∈ AM , deg rkj = 2(sD)3 and degxnrkj ≤ d. This can be done in time
M 2(DsL)O(1) and each coordinate can be evaluated by a slp of size (DsL)O(1).
For each vector rkj, we consider the vector Vkj consisting on their M − s last coor-
dinates. For simplicity, we replace the multi-index kj by h= 1; : : : ; M (d+ 1).
Interpolating the vectors Vh with respect to the variable xn; we have
Vh = Vh;0 + xnVh;1 + · · ·+ xdnVh;d;
where each Vh;k , being a vector in BM−s, can be written as
Vh;k = (Vh;k; s+1; : : : ; Vh;k;M ):
All the polynomials Vh;k; l can be obtained by means of Subroutine A in time
M 2(DsL)O(1) and each one can be evaluated by a slp of size (DsL)O(1).
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Following [1, Proposition 5] one shows that the vectors (Vh;0; s+1; Vh;1; s+1; : : : ;
Vh;d; s+1; : : : ; Vh;d;M ) ∈ B(d+1)(M−s), with h = 1; : : : ; M (d + 1), are a system of gener-
ators of Ker(’). Summarizing, we have the following result:
Proposition 6. There exists a system of generators of Ker(’) which can be con-
structed from the input matrix F means of an algorithm with complexity time
(MDL)O(1). The coe;cients of these vectors can be evaluated by a slp of size (DsL)O(1).
This proposition can be restated as follows:
Lemma 7. There exists a matrix G ∈ Bm×p, where m := (M−s)(d+1), p :=M (d+1)
and degG ≤ 2(sD)3; such that Im(G) = Ker(’).
This matrix can be computed from the input matrix F in sequential time (MDL)O(1).
The entries of G can be evaluated by a slp of size (DsL)O(1).
Proof. Take G as the matrix whose columns are the vectors (Vh;0; s+1; Vh;1; s+1; : : : ;
Vh;d; s+1; : : : ; Vh;d;M ), for h= 1; : : : ; p.
In other words, we have obtained a matrix whose transposed is a presentation of the
B-module Q: This presentation shall be used in the next section in order to compute
local presentations for the A-module Im(F):
3.2. Another local presentation for Im(F)
By means of an elementary argument based on Cramer’s rule and Nakayama’s
Lemma, it is easy to exhibit bases for the image and the kernel of F under local-
izations by suitable polynomials of A (see for instance [1, Lemma 1]). Unfortunately,
we do not know how to glue these local bases in order to obtain global bases; the
essential constraint seems to be the fact that the polynomials used in the localiza-
tions lie in k[x1; : : : ; xn] but not in k[x1; : : : ; xn−1]: In this section we show alternative
presentations for the image of F under localizations by polynomials in B, where the
recursive gluing methods inspired in Vaserstein’s results can be applied as we shall
see in Section 3.3.
We recall the notations introduced previously. We denote by s the rank of the
projection matrix F and by % ∈ A the 5rst principal s× s minor of F ; after the change
of coordinates given in Section 2.3, % is a monic polynomial in all the variables. Set
d := degxn % − 1 and m := (d+ 1)(M − s) (see De5nition 5).
We set ’ : Bm → Q := Im(F)=L the B-linear application de5ned on the canonical
basis by ’(eki) := xknCi, for k = 0; : : : ; d and i = s + 1; : : : ; M (where L is the A-free
module generated by the 5rst s columns of F , denoted by C1; : : : ; Cs; see De5nition 5).
Let G ∈ Bm×p be the matrix whose columns are a system of generators of the kernel
of ’, following Lemma 7, and let q ≤ m be the rank of the B-module Ker(’) (which
is free because B is a polynomial ring and Q is B-free from [1, Proposition 3]).
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The q × q minors of G generate the ring B (since Im(G) = Ker(’) is a direct
summand of Bm) and their degrees are bounded by 2q(sD)3 (therefore by 2(M −
s)(sD)4). Moreover we are able to compute an admissible number of them directly
from the algorithm described in Lemmas 2 and 7:
Proposition 8. It is possible to construct q×q minors <1; : : : ; <l of the matrix G such
that
• 1 ∈ (<1; : : : ; <l);
• l ≤ ((m+ p)62(sD)3)n−1 = (MD)O(n);
• deg(<i) ≤ 2q(sD)3.
This can be done from the input matrix F in sequential time (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n) and
each minor <i can be evaluated by a slp of size (qsDL)O(1) = (MLD)O(1).
Unfortunately, despite of the polynomials <1; : : : ; <l ∈ B generate the whole ring B,
we are not able to construct a basis for the localized A<-module Im(F<), and we shall
need to re5ne them by suitable multiplications (see Lemma 17 below).
From now on, we 5x < among the non-zero q × q minors obtained in the previous
proposition.
Without loss of generality, we may suppose that < involves the 5rst q columns of
G, that we will denote by K1; : : : ; Kq (in particular ’(K1) = · · ·= ’(Kq) = 0).
For the m−q rows not used in the construction of the minor <, let ek1 ;i1 ; : : : ; ekm−q;im−q
be the corresponding m − q vectors of the canonical basis of Bm (see De5nition
5). For the sake of simplicity we will denote the vectors ekj ;ij by uj, j = 1; : : : ;
m− q.
Clearly, K1; : : : ; Kq; u1; : : : ; um−q are a basis of Bm< since the determinant of the cor-
responding m × m matrix Z is < or −<: Let us observe that the matrix Z can be
constructed directly from the matrix G (see the previous proposition).
Then we have:
Proposition 9. The vectors ’(ekj ;ij) = x
kj
n Cij ; j = 1; : : : ; m − q; are a basis of the
B<-module Q<.
The following de5nition allows to show a new local presentation for Im(F) which
we shall consider in the sequel.
Denition 10. Let  : Am−q+s → Im(F) be the linear application de5ned by
•  (ej) = xkjn Cij , for all j = 1; : : : ; m− q;
•  (ej) = Cj−m+q, for all j = m− q+ 1; : : : ; m− q+ s.
Observe that  depends on the choice of the minor <.
The localized morphism  < is surjective (Proposition 9 and the de5nition of Q), and
then Ker( <) is a projective A<-module because Im(F<) is A<-free
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Now, we shall study more deeply the structure of this morphism  when it is
localized in the minor <. Let us consider the vectors xk1n Ci1 ; : : : ; x
km−q
n Cim−q ; C1; : : : ; Cs.
From Proposition 9 and the de5nition of the B-module Q, for each index ‘, ‘ =
1; : : : ; m− q, there exist unique @˜ (‘)1 ; : : : ; @˜
(‘)
m−q ∈ B< and -˜(‘)1 ; : : : ; -˜(‘)s ∈ A< such that
− xn xk‘n Ci‘ =
m−q∑
j=1
@˜
(‘)
j x
kj
n Cij +
s∑
i=1
-˜(‘)i Ci: (3)
In the following two propositions we shall describe more precisely the fractions @˜
(‘)
j
and -˜(‘)i (see also [1, Section 4, (12)]).
Proposition 11. There exist polynomials @ (‘)j ∈ B; j=1; : : : ; m− q; with total degrees
bounded by 2(M − s)(sD)4; such that for each index j we have
@˜
(‘)
j =
@ (‘)j
<
:
These polynomials can be constructed from the input matrix F by means of an
algorithm which runs in sequential time (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n) and can be evaluated by a
slp of size (LMD)O(1).
Proof. First assume k‘ ¡d: then −x1+k‘n Ci‘ = −’(e) for a certain vector e of the
canonical basis of Bm (see De5nition 5).
On the other hand, we can write in Bm< :
− e = $1K1 + · · ·+ $qKq + $q+1u1 + · · ·+ $mum−q = Z


$1
...
$m

 (4)
and then, obviously

$1
...
$m

=−Z−1e ∈ Bm< :
Hence, applying ’ we have
−xn’(u‘) =−x1+k‘n Ci‘ =−’(e) =
m−q∑
j=1
$q+j’(uj)
(recall that ’(Kl) = 0 for all l and ’(uj) = x
kj
n Cij).
Therefore in (3) we have @˜
(‘)
j := $q+j, for all j = 1; : : : ; m− q:
In particular, the $q+j’s are the last m− q entries of a column of the matrix −Z−1.
Since Z belongs to Bm×m and det(Z) =±< we can write
@˜
(‘)
j =
@ (‘)j
<
; (5)
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where the @ (‘)j ’s can be computed as determinants of suitable matrices in B
m×m
(Cramer’s rule and Subroutine B). Taking into account the complexity time to con-
struct the matrix Z; the polynomials @ (‘)j ’s can be computed in time (nL)
O(1)(MD)O(n)
and can be evaluated by a slp of size (LMD)O(1).
For the case k‘ = d, instead of −x1+k‘n Ci‘ , we may write (xd+1n − %)Ci‘ (since their
classes are the same in Q) and the construction runs similarly.
The degree upper bound for the polynomials @ (‘)j is straightforward.
Proposition 12. There exist polynomials -(‘)j ∈ A; j=1; : : : ; m− q; with total degrees
bounded by 4(M − s)(sD)4; such that for each index j we have
-˜(‘)j =
-(‘)j
<
:
These polynomials can be constructed from the input matrix F by means of an
algorithm which runs in sequential time (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n) and can be evaluated by a
slp of size (MLD)O(1):
Proof. First, let us show that <-˜(‘)j belongs to A. Rewriting formula (3), from the
previous proposition we have that there exist Q1; : : : ; QM−s ∈ B<[xn] such that the
equality
Q1Cs+1 + · · ·+ QM−sCM =
s∑
i=1
-˜(‘)i Ci
holds in AN< and <Ql are polynomials in A of degrees bounded by d+ 4(M − s)(sD)4
for all l= 1; : : : ; M − s.
On the other hand, since the 5rst s columns of F are linearly independent and
the rank of F is s, the column vectors %Cs+1; : : : ; %CM can be written as A-linear
combinations of the columns C1; : : : ; Cs (Cramer’s rule) as follows:
Cs+l =
s∑
r=1
brl
%
Cr; (6)
for certain brl ∈ A, with 1 ≤ r ≤ s and 1 ≤ l ≤ M − s:
Then we have
Q1Cs+1 + · · ·+ QM−sCM = Q1
s∑
r=1
br1
%
Cr + · · ·+ QM−s
s∑
r=1
br M−s
%
Cr:
And thus, we deduce the equality:
-˜(‘)i =
∑M−s
l=1 bilQl
%
for all i = 1; : : : ; s:
Let h be the minimal exponent such that <h-˜(‘)i ∈ A. Since <Ql ∈ A for all l; and
the polynomials % and < are relatively primes (because % is monic in all the variables
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and < belongs to B), we deduce that h ≤ 1, and then
<-˜(‘)i ∈ A and % divides <
M−s∑
l=1
bilQl in A: (7)
Therefore to construct the polynomials -(‘)i := <-˜
(‘)
i we proceed as follows:
• Rewriting −<xk‘+1n Ci‘ −
∑m−q
j=1 @
(‘)
j x
kj
n Cij as an A-linear combination of the last
columns Cs+1; : : : ; CM we obtain the polynomials <Q1; : : : ; <QM−s in A; these poly-
nomials can be evaluated by a slp of size (DLM)O(1) and their degrees are bounded
by 2(M − s)(sD)4 + sD − 1:
• Rewriting %Cs+1; : : : ; %CM in terms of the 5rst columns C1; : : : ; Cs as in the relation
(6), by means of Cramer’s rule and Subroutine B, we obtain the polynomials bil ∈
A; 1 ≤ i ≤ s; 1 ≤ l ≤ M − s of degrees bounded by sD; these polynomials can be
evaluated by a slp of size (sL)O(1):
• From the previous items we compute ∑M−sl=1 bil<Ql and then we obtain %-(‘)j . From
the previous estimations this polynomial can be evaluated by a slp of size (DLM)O(1)
and their degrees are bounded by 2(M − s)(sD)4 + 2sD − 2:
• Finally, in order to obtain -(‘)j we compute the euclidean division of %-(‘)j by % with
respect to xn as in Subroutine C (recall that % is monic in all the variables).
The complexity times of this procedure depend essentially on the construction of the
polynomials @ (‘)
′
j s and therefore they are of the same order than those stated in the
previous proposition.
Moreover, with the notations above we have the following result:
Proposition 13. Let U ∈ A(m−q)×(m−q+s)< be the matrix whose ‘th row is the vector(
@ (‘)1
<
; : : : ;
@ (‘)m−q
<
;
-(‘)1
<
; : : : ;
-(‘)s
<
)
+ xne‘
(e‘ is the ‘th vector of the canonical basis of Am−q+s). Then U is a unimodular
matrix in A< (i.e. the (m − q) × (m − q) minors generate the ring A<) and its rows
are a basis of Ker( <) (in particular Ker( <) is free).
The matrix <U ∈ A(m−q)×(m−q+s) can be computed from the input matrix F by an
algorithm which runs in sequential time (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n). Moreover; each entry of
<U can be evaluated by a slp of size (LMD)O(1) and deg <U ≤ 4(M − s)(sD)4.
Proof. The “purely mathematical”contents of the statement are proved in [1, Proposi-
tion 9] and the complexity estimations follow immediately from the previous construc-
tions of the -(‘)j ’s and @
(‘)
j ’s.
Let us observe that the matrix U corresponds to a presentation of the A<-module
Im( <).
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3.3. Construction of local bases for the image of F
The main results of this section (Proposition 14 and Lemmas 15 and 16 below)
allow to construct adequate polynomials in B in order to obtain bases for localizations
of Im(F) (see Lemma 17 below) by means of suitable changes of coordinates in
A(m−q+s)< .
For the sake of simplicity we shall denote by [@] := (@ (‘)j )j;‘ ∈ B(m−q)×(m−q) and by
[-] := (-(‘)j )j;‘ ∈ A(m−q)×s.
First, following [29, Chapter IV, Lemma 3:12], we are able to simplify the matrix U
(introduced in Proposition 13) using “xn-division with remainder” between the matrix
1
< [-] (formed by the last s columns of U ) and the matrix xn Idm−q +
1
< [@] (consisting
of the 5rst m− q columns of U ) in the obvious way:
Proposition 14. There exists a matrix C ∈ A(m−q+s)×(m−q+s) whose determinant is
a power of < (hence C is invertible as a matrix in A(m−q+s)×(m−q+s)< ) and matrices
U1 ∈ A(m−q)×(m−q); U2 ∈ B(m−q)×s; satisfying the following items:
• UC = (U1 |U2).
• U1 = <xn Idm−q + [@].
• C;U1 and U2 can be obtained from the input matrix F by an algorithm which runs
in sequential time (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n).
• The entries of the matrices C;U1 and U2 can be evaluated by a slp of size
(MLD)O(1).
• The degrees of the entries of the matrices C and U2 are bounded by (MD)O(1) and
those of U1 by 2(M − s)(sD)4.
Proof. Set t := 4(M−s)(sD)4 the upper bound for the total degrees of the entries of the
matrix [-]. From Euclid’s division algorithm, there exist unique matrices q0; : : : ; qt−1; r ∈
B(m−q)×s such that the following formula holds:
<t[-] = (<xn Idm−q + [@])(qt−1xt−1n + · · ·+ q0) + r: (8)
The entries of the columns of the matrices q0; : : : ; qt−1; r are the solutions of s many
(t + 1)(m− q)-linear systems of equations over the ring B; and all these systems have
the same associated matrix:

< Id(m−q) 0 · · · · · · 0
[@] < Id(m−q) · · · · · ·
...
0 · · · . . . · · · ...
... · · · [@] < Id(m−q) 0
0 · · · 0 [@] Id(m−q)


:
Their inhomogeneous components are the entries of the columns of the matrices
<tat ; : : : ; <ta0; where [-] = xtnat + · · · + a0 (each ai is a matrix in B(m−q)×s); these
entries can be computed interpolating with respect to xn the coe@cients of [-] (see
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Subroutine A or [40, Proposition 3:11]). This can be done from the input matrix F by
an algorithm which runs in sequential time (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n) and evaluates each entry
by a slp of size (MLD)O(1).
Since the determinant of the systems is equal to <(m−q)t , using Cramer’s rule without
divisions, we obtain (only computing determinants) the entries of the unknown matrices
<(m−q)tqt−1; : : : ; <(m−q)tr with the same complexity bounds above.
Summarizing, we have constructed two polynomial matrices Q ∈ A(m−q)×s and R ∈
B(m−q)×s such that
<(m−q)t+t+1
[-]
<
=
(
xn Idm−q +
[@]
<
)
Q + R
(where Q := xt−1n <
(m−q)t+1qt−1 + · · ·+ <(m−q)t+1q0 and R := <(m−q)tr).
The matrix
C :=
(
< Idm−q −Q
0 <(m−q)t+t+1 Ids
)
veri5es the statements of the proposition.
The matrix U can be modi5ed by another change of coordinates in order to obtain all
its entries belonging to a suitable localization of the ring B. For this purpose it is con-
venient to consider the matrix UC in Proposition 14 as a k(x1; : : : ; xn−1)[xn]-unimodular
matrix in order to apply Suslin’s reduction procedure following [32,8] (see the next
two lemmas). Unfortunately, this approach requires the construction of certain new
polynomials in B playing the role of the <’s.
Lemma 15. Let V :=UC where U and C are the matrices de:ned in Propositions
13 and 14; respectively. There exist invertible matrices A1; : : : ; AT ∈ k(m−q+s)×(m−q+s);
with T =((M − s)sD)O(1); such that: if V (i) :=VAi; B(i)1 := det[V (i)1 ; : : : ; V (i)m−q] (the (m−
q) × (m − q)-minor built from the :rst m − q columns of V (i)); B(i)2 := det[V (i)1 ; : : : ;
V (i)m−q−1; V
(i)
m−q+1] and ci :=Resxn(B
(i)
1 ; B
(i)
2 ) (the resultant of B
(i)
1 ; B
(i)
2 with respect to
the indeterminate xn); then for each z ∈ An−1 \ {<= 0} there exists an index i; 1 ≤
i ≤ T; such that ci(z) = 0 (in other words the polynomials c1; : : : ; cT generate the
ring B<).
Moreover; these polynomials (whose degrees are bounded by (MD)O(1)) can be
constructed from the input matrix F by an algorithm which runs in sequential time
(nL)O(1)(MD)O(n) and can be evaluated by slp’s of size (MLD)O(1).
Proof. From [1, Lemma 11] we know that for each z ∈ An−1 \ {< = 0} there exists
a matrix A (depending on z) such that Resxn(B1; B2)(z) = 0. Following essentially
the proof of that result, we are able to exhibit a procedure to 5nd a 5nite number
of matrices A and then a 5nite number of resultants generating B<. The key point in
the obtention of this 5nite family is the introduction of a correct test sequence as was
pointed out in [35, Theorem 26].
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Let us introduce (m− q+ s)2 new indeterminates over k that we denote by ylj; 1 ≤
l; j ≤ (m − q + s) and let Y be the (m − q + s)-square matrix whose entries are the
variables ylj.
Let z0 be an arbitrary (but 5xed) point in An−1 \ {<=0} and let Pz0 ∈ k[ylj] be the
polynomial Resxn(B1; B2)det(Y ), where B1 := det[V
′
1 ; : : : ; V
′
m−q] is the (m − q) × (m −
q)-minor built from the 5rst m− q columns of V ′ :=V (z0; xn)Y and B2 := det[V ′1 ; : : : ;
V ′m−q−1; V
′
m−q+1].
The polynomial Pz0 is non-zero (cf. [1, proof of Lemma 11]) with degree bounded
by (m − q + s)2 and it can be evaluated by a slp of size $ := (m − q + s)O(1). These
estimations do not depend on the 5xed point z0; and then, if z0 runs over all the points
in An−1 \ {< = 0}; we have an in5nite family F of polynomials in k[ylj] with the
same upper bounds for their degrees and size of the slp’s which evaluate them.
Therefore (see Section 1.1 or [25]) there exists a correct test sequence for F, say
1; : : : ; T ∈ k(m−q+s)2 , where T := 6($ + (m− q+ s)2)($ + (m− q+ s)2 + 1); in other
words for each z ∈ An−1 \{<=0} there exists at least one i such that Pz(i) = 0. Let
Ai be the (m − q + s)-square matrix associated to i; clearly the matrices A1; : : : ; AT
verify the statements of the lemma.
The complexity bounds follow in the obvious way (the computation involves only
products of matrices, computation of determinants, and interpolation with respect to
the variable xn).
Lemma 16 (Cf. [8 Lemma 4:5]). Let V :=UC be the matrix de:ned in Lemma 15.
With the notations of the previous lemma; let i be a :xed index; 1 ≤ i ≤ T . Then
there exists a matrix Fi ∈ A(m−q+s)×(m−q+s) whose determinant is a power of ci (hence
Fi is invertible as a matrix in A
(m−q+s)×(m−q+s)
ci ); such that V (i)Fi = c2i V
(i)(0) (where
V (i)(0) denotes the matrix V (i) after the evaluation xn → 0).
This matrix can be computed from the input matrix F by an algorithm which runs
in sequential time (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n). The entries of Fi can be evaluated by slp’s of
size (MLD)O(1) and their degrees are of order (MD)O(1).
Proof. For the sake of simplicity we write W :=V (i); B1 :=B
(i)
1 ; B2 :=B
(i)
2 and c := ci.
Let g; h ∈ A be such that
c2 = gB1 + hB2 and degxn(g); degxn(h)¡max{degxn(B1); degxn(B2)} ≤ m− q:
These polynomials can be obtained computing the determinants of the Sylvester’s ma-
trix of B1; B2 where some column is replaced by the column

0
...
c


(we compute a representation of the polynomial c2 instead of the resultant c in order to
avoid divisions in Cramer’s rule). This can be done (from the output of the algorithm
underlying in the previous lemma) interpolating the polynomials B1; B2 with respect to
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xn, obtaining in this way the entries of the Sylvester’s matrix; 5nally we compute the
mentioned determinants. The complexity times of this procedure do not increase those
previously obtained.
Let us consider the submatrices of W : B1 := [W1; : : : ; Wm−q] ∈ A(m−q)×(m−q) and
B2 := [W1; : : : ; Wm−q−1; Wm−q+1] ∈ A(m−q)×(m−q).
For each j, m− q+ 2 ≤ j ≤ m− q+ s, we have
c2(Wj(0)−Wj) = (gB1 + hB2)(Wj(0)−Wj)
= gB1 adj(B1)(Wj(0)−Wj) + hB2adj(B2)(Wj(0)−Wj);
where adj(Bl) denotes the adjoint matrix of Bl; l= 1; 2.
Developing this identity we obtain polynomials gkj ∈ A; 1 ≤ k ≤ m − q + 1; such
that
c2(Wj(0)−Wj) = g1jW1 + · · ·+ gm−q+1jWm−q+1:
This holds for all index j; m − q + 2 ≤ j ≤ m − q + s. Therefore the matrix F′ in
A(m−q+s)×(m−q+s) de5ned as
F′ :=
(
Idm−q+1 (gkj)kj
0 c2 Ids−1
)
veri5es
WF′ = [W1; : : : ; Wm−q+1; c2 Wm−q+2(0); : : : ; c2Wm−q+s(0)]:
Now let G ∈ A(m−q+1)×(m−q+1) be the matrix de5ned by
G := c adj
(
W1 · · · Wm−q Wm−q+1
0 · · · −h g
)(
W1(0) · · · Wm−q(0) Wm−q+1(0)
0 · · · −h(0) g(0)
)
:
Since c does not depend on xn; we have that det(G) = c3(m−q+1); in particular G ∈
SLm−q+1(Ac). It is easy to see that the matrix G veri5es
[W1; : : : ; Wm−q+1]G= c2[W1(0); : : : ; Wm−q+1(0)]:
One easily checks now that the matrix
F :=F′
(
G 0
0 Ids−1
)
veri5es the assertion.
From the previous lemmas we are able to show local estimations for the degree of a
basis of the image of F . We emphasize the fact that the localizing polynomials involve
only the variables x1; : : : ; xn−1:
Lemma 17. There exists an algorithm which runs in sequential time (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n)
from the input matrix F; computing polynomials 1; : : : ; H ∈ B such that
• 1 ∈ (1; : : : ; H );
• deg j = (MD)O(1);
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• H = (MD)O(n);
• each j can be evaluated by a slp of size (MLD)O(1).
Moreover; for each j=1; : : : ; H; the algorithm computes a basis of Im(Fj) formed
by polynomial vectors of degrees (MD)O(1) whose entries can be evaluated by a slp
of size (MLD)O(1).
Proof. The algorithm constructs the polynomials j as follows: 5rst let G be the matrix
de5ned in Lemma 7 and let <1; : : : ; <l ∈ B be the q× q minors of G as in Proposition
8; for each <k , let c
(k)
1 ; : : : ; c
(k)
T ∈ B be the polynomials constructed in Lemma 15
for the case < := <k . We have that the quantities l and T are of order (MD)O(n) and
(MD)O(1), respectively. Moreover, since the polynomials <1; : : : ; <l span the ring B and
c(k)1 ; : : : ; c
(k)
T the ring B<k , we infer that the polynomials (<kc
(k)
i )k; i generate the whole
ring B.
Fix the indices k; i and let C, Ai and Fi be the matrices de5ned in Proposition 14,
Lemmas 15 and 16, respectively (for < := <k and ci := c
(k)
i ).
Since c2i V
(i)(0)=V (i)Fi=U (CAiFi) and the rows of U form a basis of Ker( <) (see
Proposition 13), the rows of V (i)(0) form a basis of Ker( <ci) after the linear change
of coordinates in A(m−q+s)<ci given by the matrix c
−2
i (CAiFi).
Since V (i)(0) is B<ci -unimodular (because U is A<ci -unimodular) its (m−q)×(m−q)
minors generate the ring B<ci . By means of Lemma 2, we are able to construct e4ec-
tively in admissible time, minors %1; : : : ; %Q with Q=(MD)O(n−1) and B<ci =(%1; : : : ; %Q)
(the fact that in this case the whole ring is a suitable localization of B instead of a
polynomial ring as in Lemma 2, does not make any di4erence because the enumeration
of non-empty cells can be made in a similar way outside a given hypersurface, in this
case it su@ces to add the condition {<ci = 0}). The degrees of these minors are clearly
of order (MD)O(1).
We observe that for each minor %u it is easy to compute a basis of the image of
the map  localized in the polynomial %u<ci: it is enough to take the image by  of
those rows of adj(CAiFi) corresponding to those columns of V (i)(0) not considered in
the construction of %u.
We take the polynomials j as the polynomials %u<kc
(k)
i where 1 ≤ k ≤ l; 1 ≤ i ≤ T
and 1 ≤ u ≤ Q. Let us observe that we have (MD)O(n) many polynomials j and they
generate the ring B.
In this way we obtain a basis for the image of F localized in j, whose elements
have degrees bounded by (MD)O(1).
The complexity statements follow from the previous construction in the obvious way.
3.4. Gluing bases
In this section we exhibit a procedure which allows to glue the local bases con-
structed in Lemma 17. Our approach will make use mutatis mutandis of the
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local–global techniques due to Vaserstein (see for example [29, Chapter IV, Theo-
rem 1:18]). Let us remark that, at this point, the fact that the localizing polynomials j
belong to the ring B is crucial in order to obtain an adequate recursive procedure (as
well as in the classical proofs of the Serre’s conjecture, see for instance [32] or [29]).
For technical reasons we need bases of Im(F) and Ker(F) under suitable localiza-
tions in elements of the ring B; since Ker(F)=Im(IdM −F), this can be done applying
Lemma 17 for the matrices F and IdM − F simultaneously.
Theorem 18. There exists an algorithm which runs in sequential time (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n)
from the input matrix F; computing polynomials 1; : : : ; H ∈ B such that
• 1 ∈ (1; : : : ; H );
• deg j = (MD)O(1);
• H = (MD)O(n);
• each j can be evaluated by a slp of size (MLD)O(1).
Moreover; for each j=1; : : : ; H; the algorithm computes bases of Im(Fj) and Im((Id−
F)j) (and then also a basis of Ker(Fj)) formed by polynomial vectors of degrees
(MD)O(1) whose coordinates can be evaluated by a slp of size (MLD)O(1).
Proof. As we have observed in Section 2.3, we can make the same linear change of
coordinates for both matrices F and Id − F in order to obtain principal minors monic
in all the variables x1; : : : ; xn (this is an essential point because the procedure built in
the previous sections is in some sense an elimination procedure of the variable xn).
Therefore, we can apply Lemma 17 to the matrices F and Id−F , obtaining polynomials
j and ′k . We may take the polynomials claimed in the theorem as all the products
j′k . Clearly this does not increase the order of the complexity considerations.
The following result shows an explicit local equivalence between the matrices F and
F(0) (recall that F(0) denotes the matrix obtained replacing the variable xn by 0 in
all the entries of F).
Lemma 19. There exists an algorithm which runs in sequential time (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n)
and computes; from the input matrix F; polynomials ,1; : : : ; ,H ∈ B and matrices
P1; : : : ; PH ; Q1; : : : ; QH ∈ AM×M ; where H = (MD)O(n); such that
• 1 ∈ (,1; : : : ; ,H ) and deg ,j = (MD)O(1).
• det(Pj) = det(Qj) = ,Mj ; j = 1; : : : ; H (in particular the matrices Pj and Qj are
invertible over A,j) and the degrees of their entries are of order (MD)
O(1).
• ,2j F = PjF(0)Qj.
• each ,j and each entry of the matrices Pj and Qj can be evaluated by a slp of
size (MLD)O(1).
Proof. For each index j as in Theorem 18, let {v1; : : : ; vs} and {vs+1; : : : ; vM} be
the bases of Im(Fj) and Ker(Fj) constructed there. Since F is a projection matrix,
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Bj := {v1; : : : ; vs; vs+1; : : : ; vM} is a basis of AMj . Denote by Wj the matrix whose columns
are the vectors v1; : : : ; vM ; we de5ne ,j := det(Wj).
Since the matrix Wj is invertible over Aj ; the polynomial ,j is a divisor of a suitable
power of j, therefore ,j belongs to B and the family ,1; : : : ; ,H generates the ring B
(because 1; : : : ; H had these properties).
We de5ne, for each index j; the matrices Pj := adj(Wj)Wj(0) and Qj := adj(Wj(0))Wj.
Clearly the polynomials ,j and the matrices Pj and Qj can be obtained directly from
the output of the algorithm underlying in Theorem 18 and so, we have the stated
complexity estimations.
In order to 5nish the proof of the lemma, it remains to show the validity of the
third item. For this, let us observe that we have the following relations:
,jF = adj(Wj)
(
Ids 0
0 0
)
Wj (9)
and
,jF(0) = adj(Wj(0))
(
Ids 0
0 0
)
Wj(0): (10)
From (10) we have
,j
(
Ids 0
0 0
)
=Wj(0)F(0)adj(Wj(0)):
Then, multiplying the identity (9) by ,j and replacing
,j
(
Ids 0
0 0
)
by means of the last relation, the lemma follows.
Now, we shall make use of Vaserstein’s argument (see [29, Chapter IV, Theorem
1:18]) in order to “glue” the matrices Pj’s and Qj’s.
Lemma 20. There exists an algorithm which runs in sequential time (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n)
that computes; from the input matrix F; two invertible matrices P ∈ AM×M and Q ∈
AM×M such that F = PF(0)Q. Each entry of these matrices have degree of order
(MD)O(n) and can be evaluated by a slp of size (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n).
Proof. Fix an index j; j = 1; : : : ; H , and let y be a new variable. With the notations
of the previous lemma, let us consider the matrices with entries in A,j [y]:
j :=
Pj
,j
(xn + ,Mj y)
(
Pj
,j
)−1
and Aj :=
(
Qj
,j
)−1 Qj
,j
(xn + ,Mj y);
where (Pj=,j)(xn + ,Mj y) denotes the matrix Pj=,j after the evaluation xn → xn + ,My
and similarly for (Qj=,j)(xn + ,Mj y).
We start by showing that these matrices belong to A[y]M×M .
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Let p(k; l)j ∈ A be the (k; l) entry of the matrix Pj; we can write
p(k; l)j (xn + ,
M
j y) = p
(k; l)
j + ,
M
j p˜
(k; l)
j (y); (11)
where p˜(k; l)j (y) is a polynomial in A[y]. We denote by P˜j(y) ∈ A[y]M×M the matrix
(p˜(k; l)j (y))k; l. Since ,
M
j is the determinant of Pj; we have(
Pj
,j
)−1
= adj
(
Pj
,j
)
=
adj(Pj)
,M−1j
and therefore
j = IdM + P˜j(y)adj(Pj) ∈ A[y]M×M :
The same argument applied to the matrix −1j = (Pj=,j)(Pj=,j)
−1(xn + ,Mj y) shows
that it belongs to A[y]M×M , and therefore j is an invertible matrix in A[y]M×M .
Similarly one shows that Aj can be decomposed as
Aj = IdM + adj(Qj)Q˜j(y);
where Q˜j(y) is an adequate matrix in A[y]
M×M , and also that Aj becomes an invertible
matrix in A[y]M×M .
In order to compute the matrices j and Aj; it su@ces to obtain the matrices P˜j and
Q˜j: let z be a new indeterminate and consider the polynomials p
(k; l)
j (xn + z)−p(k; l)j ∈
A[z]. Clearly, these new polynomials can be computed with the same complexity order
as the matrix Pj; moreover, interpolating with respect to the variable z; we are able to
obtain polynomials r1; : : : ; rd in A (where d := degxn(p
(k; l)
j ) = (MD)
O(1)), such that
p(k; l)j (xn + z)− p(k; l)j =
d∑
i=1
rizi:
Therefore, from relation (11), the polynomial p˜(k; l)j (y) can be computed evaluating the
previous relation in z → ,Mj y (in fact p˜(k; l)j (y) =
∑d
i=1 ri,
Mi−M
j y
i). Analogously we
compute the matrix Q˜j.
Now we proceed to exhibit the construction of the matrices P and Q.
From Lemma 19, replacing xn by xn + ,Mj y we have
F(xn + ,Mj y) =
Pj
,j
(xn + ,Mj y)F(0)
Qj
,j
(xn + ,Mj y)
for j = 1; : : : ; H . And then, since F(0) = (Pj=,j)−1F(Qj=,j)−1 (again by Lemma 19),
we get
F(xn + ,Mj y) = jFAj (12)
for all j.
Since 1 ∈ (,M1 ; : : : ; ,MH ) (because, by Lemma 19, 1 ∈ (,1; : : : ; ,H )), applying the
e4ective Nullstellensatz (see Subroutine D or [20, Theorem 20]), we obtain in
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sequential time LO(1)(MD)O(n) a slp of size LO(1)(MD)O(n), which evaluates polyno-
mials -1; : : : ; -H ∈ xnB verifying
xn = -1,M1 + · · ·+ -H,MH and deg -j = (MD)O(n) ∀j:
Considering identity (12) for j :=H and replacing xn →
∑H−1
q=1 -q,
M
q and y → -H , we
get
F = H

H−1∑
q=1
-q,Mq ; -H

 F

H−1∑
q=1
-q,Mq

AH

H−1∑
q=1
-q,Mq ; -H

 :
Applying once again formula (12), with j :=H − 1, and replacing xn →
∑H−2
q=1 -q,
M
and y → -H−1, we have
F

H−1∑
q=1
-q,Mq

=H−1

H−2∑
q=1
-q,Mq ; -H−1

F

H−2∑
q=1
-q,Mq


·AH−1

H−2∑
q=1
-q,Mq ; -H−1


and then F can be written as
H

H−1∑
q=1
-q,Mq ; -H

H−1

H−2∑
q=1
-q,Mq ; -H−1

F

H−2∑
q=1
-q,Mq


·AH−1

H−2∑
q=1
-q,Mq ; -H−1

AH

H−1∑
q=1
-q,Mq ; -H

 :
Thus, we obtain for all index u; u= 0; : : : ; j, where j = 1; : : : ; H; the relation
F =

 j∏
u=0
H−u

H−u−1∑
q=1
-q,Mq ; -H−u



F

H−j∑
q=1
-q,Mq


·

 j∏
u=0
AH−u

H−u−1∑
q=1
-q,Mq ; -H−u



 :
In particular, for j = H ,
F =

 H∏
u=0
H−u

H−u−1∑
q=1
-q,Mq ; -H−u



F(0)

 H∏
u=0
AH−u

H−u−1∑
q=1
-q,Mq ; -H−u



:
Therefore, we take
P :=
H∏
u=0
H−u

H−u−1∑
q=1
-q,Mq ; -H−u

 and Q := H∏
u=0
AH−u

H−u−1∑
q=1
-q,Mq ; -H−u

:
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The complexity bounds follow directly from the computation of the matrices j and
Aj and the polynomials -i’s.
Applying the same argument in a recurrent way on the number of variables, one
deduces:
Corollary 21. There exists an algorithm which runs in sequential time (nL)O(1)
(MD)O(n) from the input matrix F that computes two invertible matrices P ∈ AM×M
and Q ∈ AM×M such that F=PF(0; : : : ; 0)Q. Each entry of these matrices have degree
of order (MD)O(n) and can be evaluated by a slp of size (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n).
Now, we are able to proof the main theorem. We remark that the complexity esti-
mations (slightly worse than the previous ones) involve now also the computation of a
convenient linear change of coordinates making the minor % monic (see Section 2.3).
Theorem 22. Let F ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn]M×M be a polynomial matrix corresponding to a
linear projection (i.e. F2=F) such that its entries are polynomials of degrees bounded
by an integer D and are given by a slp of size L. Then there exists a well parallelizable
algorithm which runs in sequential time (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n) computing two subsets of
k[x1; : : : ; xn]M : {v1; : : : ; vs} and {vs+1; : : : ; vM} such that
1. {v1; : : : ; vM} is a basis of k[x1; : : : ; xn]M .
2. {v1; : : : ; vs} is a basis of Im(F) and {vs+1; : : : ; vM} is a basis of Ker(F).
3. The coordinates of the vectors vi are polynomials of degrees bounded by (MD)O(n)
and they are given by a slp of size (nL)O(1)(MD)O(n).
Proof. By means of elementary linear algebra procedures over the ground 5eld k, it
is easy to construct a basis {w1; : : : ; wM} of kM whose 5rst s vectors are a basis of
the image of the matrix F(0; : : : ; 0) and the remaining ones, a basis of its kernel (let
us observe that the matrix F(0; : : : ; 0) ∈ kM×M also corresponds to a projection map).
Then, from Corollary 21, we take v1; : : : ; vs as the vectors Pw1; : : : ; Pws and vs+1; : : : ;
vM as the vectors Q−1ws+1; : : : ; Q−1wM .
The estimations for the degrees and complexity times follow immediately from
Corollary 21 and the linear change of coordinates described in Section 2.3.
4. The case of a unimodular matrix
In this section we brieSy sketch a result similar to Theorem 22 for the more general
case of a unimodular polynomial matrix (see De5nition 1). We shall not describe in
detail the algorithms to compute bases for the kernel and the image of an arbitrary
unimodular matrix because the arguments are almost the same as those used in the
case of a projection matrix; however the complexity upper bounds are worse, even if
they remain in the single exponential class.
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Even if Theorem 22 above will be enough to obtain bases for complete intersection
rings in Noether position, its generalization to unimodular polynomial matrices (Theo-
rem 25 below) leads to an e4ective decision procedure for the freeness of k[x1; : : : ; xn]-
modules given by a presentation matrix (see Proposition 4 and Corollary 26).
Throughout this section F will denote a unimodular matrix in k[x1; : : : ; xn]N×M of
rank s; whose entries are polynomials of degrees bounded by a constant D, given by
a slp of size L. The polynomial ring k[x1; : : : ; xn] will be denoted by A.
The 5rst di4erence between the unimodular and the projection cases, is the construc-
tion of a system of generators for the kernel of F ; while this is obvious for projection
matrices, it requires a more careful treatment in the unimodular case (cf. [1, Lemma 1]
and [46, Corollary 2:4:1]).
Lemma 23. The kernel of the matrix F can be generated as an A-module by (M − s)
((M + N )6D)n many polynomial vectors that can be calculated by an algorithm
which runs in sequential time (nL)O(1)((N +M)D)O(n). The coordinates of these vec-
tors are polynomials of degrees at most sD that can be evaluated by a slp of size
(sL)O(1).
Proof. Let us consider the s × s minors ,1; : : : ; ,Q as in Lemma 2; then we have
Q ≤ ((M + N )6D)n. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that ,1 is the 5rst
principal minor; in this case the 5rst s columns C1; : : : ; Cs of the matrix F are linearly
independent over k(x1; : : : ; xn), and then (by Cramer’s rule) we have the relations:
,1Cs+i = b11iC1 + · · ·+ b1siCs for i = 1; : : : ; M − s;
where b1ji ∈ A have degrees bounded by sD and can be computed and evaluated (by
Cramer’s rule and Subroutine B) in time (sL)O(1).
Therefore, the vectors
w1i := (b
1
1i ; : : : ; b
1
si; 0; : : : ;−,1; : : : ; 0);
where −,1 occurs in the coordinate s+ i, belong to Ker(F).
Repeating this construction for ,2; : : : ; ,Q, we get a family F of (M−s)((M+N )6D)n
many vectors lying in Ker(F).
We claim that this family generates Ker(F). For this it is enough to show that for
any maximal ideal M⊂A these vectors span the kernel of the localized application
FM : AMM → ANM. Clearly, for each maximal ideal M, there exists some index j ∈
{1; : : : ; Q}; such that ,j ∈ M (because 1 ∈ (,1; : : : ; ,Q)), and then, the M − s vectors
wji are A=M-linearly independent in Ker(FM)=MKer(FM). That means (by Nakayama’s
Lemma), that F spans Ker(FM).
From this point, the constructions for a unimodular matrix are mutatis mutandis the
same as those made in the projection case until the computation of bases for the image
of F under suitable localizations in the ring B := k[x1; : : : ; xn−1] (cf. Sections 3.1–3.3).
The growth of the complexity times is due essentially to the single exponential upper
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bound for the cardinal of a system of generators of Ker(F) (see Lemma 23), which
produces an increment in the size of the matrix G (see Lemma 7). Summarizing we
have:
Lemma 24. There exists an algorithm which runs in sequential time (nL)O(1)((M+N )
D)O(n
2) from the input matrix F; computing polynomials 1; : : : ; H ∈ B such
that
• 1 ∈ (1; : : : ; H );
• degj = ((M + N )D)O(1);
• H = ((M + N )D)O(n2);
• each j can be evaluated by a slp of size ((M + N )LD)O(1).
Moreover; for each j = 1; : : : ; H; the algorithm computes a basis of Im(Fj) formed
by polynomial vectors of degree ((M + N )D)O(1) whose entries can be evaluated by
a slp of size ((M + N )LD)O(1).
Now, in order to execute the gluing procedures as in Section 3.4 we need also
localized bases for the kernel of F (see Theorem 18); in the projection case it was
enough to apply the same argument for the matrix Id − F , unfortunately in this case
we do not know how to do this in a direct way, and, as in [1, Section 4, De5nition
14], we must introduce two auxiliary related unimodular matrices and repeat all the
arguments of Sections 3.1–3.3 for them.
For the sake of simplicity we shall avoid here the description of this argument,
which also increases the complexity bounds. The correctness of this procedure follows
from [1] combined with Section 3.
In this way we obtain the analogous of Theorem 22 for unimodular matrices:
Theorem 25. Let F ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn]N×M be a polynomial unimodular matrix whose
entries are polynomials of degrees bounded by an integer D and are given by a slp
of size L. Then there exists a well parallelizable algorithm which runs in sequential
time (nL)O(1)((M + N )D)O(n
4) computing a basis {v1; : : : ; vM} of k[x1; : : : ; xn]M and a
basis {w1; : : : ; wN} of k[x1; : : : ; xn]N such that
1. {w1; : : : ; ws} is a basis of Im(F) and {vs+1; : : : ; vM} is a basis of Ker(F).
2. The coordinates of the vectors of both bases are polynomials of degrees bounded
by ((M +N )D)O(n
4) and they are given by a slp of size (nL)O(1)((M +N )D)O(n
4).
Corollary 26. Let P be a k[x1; : : : ; xn]-module of :nite type and F ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn]N×M
a presentation matrix for P (see De:nition 3). Suppose that the entries of the matrix
F have total degrees bounded by D and are given by a straight-line program of
size L. Then there exists a well parallelizable algorithm which runs in sequential
time (nL)O(1)((M + N )D)O(n
4) which decides if P is free and in the a;rmative case
computes a basis of P.
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Proof. The part of the algorithm that decides the freeness of P has been explained in
Proposition 4. Therefore if P is free, the matrix Ft is unimodular and then Theorem
25 applied to Ft gives a basis w1; : : : ; wM of k[x1; : : : ; xn]M such that w1; : : : ; ws is a
basis of Im(Ft). Hence the vectors ws+1; : : : ; wM leads to a basis of P. The complexity
bounds follow directly from Proposition 4 and Theorem 25.
5. Traces and bases of complete intersection rings
This section deals with the relation between the classical notion of trace in Gorenstein
rings and the estimation of degrees of bases of complete intersection rings.
We introduce the notations and notions we shall use throughout this section.
Let k be an in5nite perfect 5eld, Uk be its algebraic closure, f1; : : : ; fn−r be poly-
nomials in k[x1; : : : ; xn] of degrees bounded by an integer d forming a regular sequence
and whose zeros de5ne an a@ne algebraic variety V ⊂An . We denote by deg(V ) the
“set theoretical” degree of the variety V (see for instance [38, Chapter 5] or [24,
De5nition 1]); Bezout Inequality states that deg(V ) ≤ dn−r (see [24, Theorem 1]).
We assume that the variables x1; : : : ; xn are in Noether position with respect to the
polynomials fi; more precisely, the natural map k[x1; : : : ; xr] → k[x1; : : : ; xn]=(f1; : : : ;
fn−r) is an injective and integral morphism.
Write R := k[x1; : : : ; xr] and S := k[x1; : : : ; xn]=(f1; : : : ; fn−r). For any polynomial f ∈
k[x1; : : : ; xn] we denote by Uf its class in S. The determinant of the Jacobian matrix
(@fi=@xr+j)1≤i; j≤n−r is denoted by B.
It is well known that under these hypothesis the ring S becomes a free R-module
of 5nite rank (see for instance [15, Corollary 18:17] or [21, Lemma 3:3:1]). The goal
of this section is to exhibit an explicit description of an R-basis of S as the basis of
the image of certain polynomial projection matrix associated to a trace of S over R
(Theorem 34 below). This property will be used also in the next section, in order to
obtain an algorithm to compute this basis, in the reduced case, in single exponential
time by means of Theorem 22.
We start borrowing some well-known facts about the algebraic theory of traces in
complete intersection or Gorenstein rings following [30]. For a treatment from the
complex-residual point of view see for instance [11,23] or [14].
5.1. Basic general trace theory
With the notations and assumptions stated above, we consider the ring S as an
R-algebra and we denote by S∗ the dual space HomR(S; R). The R-module S∗ admits
a natural structure of S-module in the following way: for any pair (b; @) in S × S∗ the
product b:@ is the R-linear application of S∗ de5ned by (b:@)(x) := @(bx), for each x
in S.
Our assumptions about R and S allow to show that the S-modules S and S∗ are
isomorphic (see [30, Example F.19 and Corollary F.10]) and therefore S∗ can be
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generated by a single element. A generator J of S∗ is called a trace of S
over R.
Under our hypothesis we have the additional property that S is a 5nite free R-module
whose rank will be denoted by N . Fix for the moment a basis of this module; each
element b ∈ S de5nes, by multiplication, a square matrix Mb ∈ RN×N . If we denote by
trace(Mb) the trace of the matrix Mb, the application b → trace(Mb) de5nes (indepen-
dently of the basis of S) an element of S∗ called the usual trace and denoted by Tr.
Unfortunately, the usual trace is not always a generator of S∗ (in other words the
usual trace is not necessarily a trace).
Let us consider now the tensor product S ⊗R S. This ring can be considered in a
natural way as an R-algebra and as an S-bialgebra (with right and left multiplications).
Let % : S ⊗R S → S be the morphism of R-algebras (or S-bialgebras) de5ned by
%(b⊗ b′) := bb′. Denote by K the kernel of %. It is easy to show that K is the ideal
generated by all the elements b⊗ 1− 1⊗ b, where b ranges over S (see for example
[26, Proposition 1.3]).
From the fact that AnnS⊗RS(K)(b ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ b) = 0 for all b ∈ S, one infers that
the induced structures of right and left S-modules over AnnS⊗RS(K) coincide. In other
words, if
∑
i bi ⊗ b′i belongs to AnnS⊗RS(K) and b is an element of the ring S; we
have:
∑
i bbi ⊗ b′i =
∑
i bi ⊗ bb′i . Moreover it is possible to show that AnnS⊗RS(K) is
a cyclic S-module (see [30, Corollary F.10]).
Let us consider the application K : S ⊗R S → HomR(S∗; S) de5ned by
K
(∑
i
bi ⊗ b′i
)
(@) :=
∑
i
bi@(b′i);
where bi; b′i ∈ S and @ ∈ S∗.
From the freeness of S it is easy to see that K is an isomorphism and the image of
AnnS⊗RS(K) under K is exactly HomS(S
∗; S).
For each generator  :=
∑
m bm ⊗ b′m of the S-module AnnS⊗RS(K); the element
K() is a generator of HomS(S∗; S) and then there exists a uniquely determined J ∈
S∗ such that K()(J) = 1. One deduces immediately that J is a trace for S (which
is called the trace associated to ).
From the de5nitions of K; and J we have the following “trace formula” for all
b ∈ S:
b=
∑
1≤m≤M
J(b b′m)bm: (13)
In particular, we observe that b1; : : : ; bM is a system of generators of the R-module S.
By means of the element  it is possible to obtain a relation between the trace J
and the “usual trace” Tr; more precisely (see [30, Corollary F.12]):
%():J = Tr: (14)
In terms of elements of S this formula says that for all b ∈ S the equality J(%()b)=
Tr(b) holds.
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The trace associated to a regular sequence: In our case (i.e. the regular sequence,
which makes S a complete intersection ring, is given) it is possible to exhibit explicitly
a generator  of AnnS⊗RS(K).
For this, let us consider new indeterminates over k; denoted by yr+1; : : : ; yn; for each
polynomial f ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn] we write
f(Y ) :=f(x1; : : : ; xr ; yr+1; : : : ; yn)
in the polynomial ring k[x1; : : : ; xr ; yr+1; : : : ; yn].
Hence we have the canonical isomorphism of R-algebras:
S ⊗R S ∼= R[xr+1; : : : ; xn; yr+1; : : : ; yn]=(f1; : : : ; fn−r ; f(Y )1 ; : : : ; f(Y )n−r): (15)
Clearly, each polynomial f(Y )i − fi ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn; yr+1; : : : ; yn] belongs to the ideal
(yr+1 − xr+1; : : : ; yn − xn) and therefore it can be written as
f(Y )i − fi =
n−r∑
j=1
lij(yr+j − xr+j); (16)
where lij ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn; yr+1; : : : ; yn]. Moreover, if one considers each polynomial
f(Y )i −fi as a polynomial in the variables yr+1; : : : ; yn with coe@cients in k[x1; : : : ; xn]
(1 ≤ i ≤ n− r), its Taylor expansion around the point (xr+1; : : : ; xn) gives a particular
representation where the polynomials lij have total degree bounded by d− 1.
Following [30, Corollary E.19 and Example F.19] the class of det(lij) modulo the
ideal (f1; : : : ; fn−r ; f
(Y )
1 ; : : : ; f
(Y )
n−r) gives a generator of AnnS⊗RS(K) by means of the
identi5cation (15), independently of the choice of the lij verifying (16).
Developing det(lij) as a sum of products of polynomials in the variables x1; : : : ; xn
and yr+1; : : : ; yn; respectively, and taking into account the trace formula (13) we have
(see [30, Corollary E.19 and Example F.19] and [18, Section 3.4] or [42, Proposition 3]):
Proposition 27. There exists a :nite family of polynomials am; cm in k[x1; : : : ; xn]; such
that  :=
∑M
m=1 Uam ⊗ Ucm is a generator of AnnS⊗RS(K) and %() =
∑M
m=1 Uam Ucm = UB
(the class of the Jacobian). Both families (am)m and (cm)m are systems of generators
of S over R.
In the particular case that the polynomials lij come from the Taylor expansion of
f(Y )i −fi; the polynomials am; cm verify the inequality (am)+deg(cm) ≤ (n− r)(d−1)
and M ¡ 3(nd)n−r .
Denition 28. From [30, Lemma E.19] the generator  de5ned in Proposition 27 does
not depend on the choice of the polynomials lij, and then we de5ne the trace asso-
ciated to the regular sequence f1; : : : ; fn−r as the trace associated to the generator of
AnnS⊗RS(K) introduced in Proposition 27. Let us observe that if J denotes this trace,
the trace formula (13) is
b=
∑
m
J( Uamb) Ucm (17)
for any b ∈ S; in particular J( Uamb) = 0 for all m if and only if b= 0.
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Denition 29. In the particular case when r = n − 1 and the polynomial f1 is monic
in the variable xn, the trace J associated to f1 is the so-called “Tate trace” (see
[30, Example F.22]): for an arbitrary element b := -e−1xe−1n + · · ·+ -1xn + -0 (where
e := degxn(f1) and -i ∈ R, i = 0; : : : ; e − 1), we have J(b) = -e−1.
5.2. An upper bound for the degree of the associated trace
Let J be the trace introduced in Proposition 27 and De5nition 28. In this section
we shall estimate an upper bound for the degree of J( Uf) involving the parameters
deg(f); d; n; r and deg(V ).
Our approach is quite similar to that in [14] reinterpreting the complex-residual
tools from the algebraic duality point of view. As a consequence, we obtain analogous
results without restrictions on the characteristic of the ground 5eld. On the other hand
we also generalize the results of [42] without hypothesis about the radicality of the
ideal (f1; : : : ; fn−r).
Following [14] the strategy consists on replacing the regular sequence f1; : : : ; fn−r by
another one g1; : : : ; gn−r ; where each polynomial gi belongs to R[xr+i] ∩ (f1; : : : ; fn−r).
In this situation we may use the “Tate trace formula” in one variable (see De5nition
29), and then, by tensoring, we obtain upper bounds for the degree of a new trace J′
of S ′ := k[x1; : : : ; xn]=(g1; : : : ; gn−r) over R.
Finally, rewriting the polynomials gi as linear combinations of the fi’s using poly-
nomials with bounded degrees, we are able to relate both traces J and J′ and thus to
estimate bounds for the original trace J.
First, we introduce a new regular sequence g1; : : : ; gn−r de5ned as integral depen-
dence equations of the variables xr+1; : : : ; xn over R respectively (see also [13, Propo-
sition 1:12]):
Proposition 30. There exist polynomials g1; : : : ; gn−r such that each gi belongs to
R[xr+i] ∩ (f1; : : : ; fn−r); i = 1; : : : ; n − r; is monic in the variable xr+i and its total
degree is bounded by dn deg(V ). Clearly these polynomials form a regular sequence
in k[x1; : : : ; xn].
Proof. From [42, Proposition 1] for each i = 1; : : : ; n − r, there exists a polynomial
qi ∈ R[xr+i]∩
√
(f1; : : : ; fn−r), monic in xr+i, whose total degree is bounded by deg(V ).
Therefore, from [27] or [13, Remark 1:6], gi := qd
n
i veri5es the statement.
Let S ′ := k[x1; : : : ; xn]=(g1; : : : ; gn−r); clearly R ,→ S ′ is an integral and injective mor-
phism. Following De5nition 28, now for the rings S ′ and R, there exists an associated
trace to the regular sequence g1; : : : ; gn−r which will be denoted by J′.
For each index i, i=1; : : : ; n− r, denote by S ′i the ring R[xr+i]=(gi). In this case the
associated trace J′i is the Tate trace (see De5nition 29).
Hence, for any polynomial f ∈ R[xr+i], if Uf is its class in S ′i after the division by
gi, we have that J′i( Uf) is the principal coe@cient of Uf (seen as a polynomial in xr+i).
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Therefore from Euclid’s algorithm we deduce the inequality (see Subroutine C):
deg J′i( Uf) ≤ deg(gi)deg(f): (18)
Now, we are able to estimate the degree of J′( Uf), with Uf ∈ S ′:
Proposition 31. For each Uf ∈ S ′; the following inequality holds:
deg J′( Uf) ≤ deg(f)dn deg(V ):
Proof. Clearly, S ′  S ′1 ⊗R S ′2 ⊗R : : :⊗R S ′n−r by means of the natural correspondence:∑
@
a@x
@1
r+1 : : : x
@n−r
n →
∑
@
a@x
@1
r+1 ⊗ : : :⊗ x@n−rn ; a@ ∈ R
which goes down to the quotients.
From [30, Propositions F.16a and F.17] one has the formula
J′( Uf) =
∑
@
a@J′1( Ux
@1
r+1) : : : J
′
n−r( Ux
@n−r
n );
for each f =
∑
a@x
@1
r+1 : : : x
@n−r
n ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn].
Then, from Proposition 30 and inequality (18), one obtains the following degree
bound:
deg J′( Uf)≤max@{deg(a@) + deg(J′1( Ux@1r+1)) + · · ·+ deg(J′n−r( Ux@n−rn ))}
≤max@{deg(a@) + deg(g1)@1 + · · ·+ deg(gn−r)@n−r}
≤max@{deg(a@) + dn deg(V )@1 + · · ·+ dn deg(V )@n−r}
≤ deg(f)dn deg(V ):
From this proposition we infer a degree upper bound for the associated trace J as
follows:
Theorem 32. Let R := k[x1; : : : ; xr] and S := k[x1; : : : ; xn]=(f1; : : : ; fn−r). Let J ∈ S∗ be
the trace associated to the regular sequence (De:nition 28). Then; for each Uf ∈ S;
the following inequality holds:
deg J( Uf) ≤ {deg(f) + (n− r)(dn−r + dn deg(V ))}dn deg(V ):
Proof. Since the ideal (g1; : : : ; gn−r) is contained in (f1; : : : ; fn−r), there exist poly-
nomials -ij ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn]; i; j = 1; : : : ; n − r whose degrees are bounded by dn−r +
dn deg(V ), such that
gj =
n−r∑
i=1
-ijfi
(see [13, Theorem 5:1]).
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Following [30, p. 374], for any polynomial f ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn] we have the identity
in k[x1; : : : ; xr]:
J( Uf) = J′(det(-ij) Uf);
where the bars denote the classes in the rings S and S ′, respectively.
Proposition 31 and the arguments above yield the stated degree upper bound for
J( Uf) as follows:
deg J( Uf) = deg J′(det(-ij)f) ≤ deg(det(-ij)f)dn deg(V )
≤ (deg(f) + (n− r)max
ij
deg(-ij))dn deg(V )
≤ {deg(f) + (n− r)(dn−r + dn deg(V ))}dn deg(V ):
Remark. When (f1; : : : ; fn−r) is a reduced ideal of k[x1; : : : ; xn] the bounds we have
just obtained can be slightly improved. In fact, in this case, in Proposition 30 we have
deg(gi) ≤ deg(V ) for all i=1; : : : ; n− r (see [42, Proposition 1]), and thus in Theorem
32, we get the inequality
deg J( Uf) ≤ {deg(f) + (n− r)(dn−r + deg(V ))}deg(V ):
However, in this case a more precise bound can be obtained (see [42, Theorem 10]):
deg J( Uf) ≤ (1 + max{deg(f); (n− r)d}) deg(V ):
5.3. Traces and bases
In this section we shall apply the trace theory tools previously introduced in order
to bound the degrees of an R-basis of the complete intersection ring S. This will be
done considering a matrix of a projection map whose image is isomorphic to S. Even
if the strategy we follow here is essentially the same as the one applied throughout
the last section of [1], the estimations we obtain improve those obtained in that paper
and we drop the hypothesis of reduceness for S.
Following the notations introduced in Proposition 27, let F ∈ RM×M be the matrix
whose entries are de5ned by Fij := J(aicj) (where J is the trace associated to the
regular sequence f1; : : : ; fn−r , see De5nition 28). The next lemma allows to apply
Theorem 22 to the matrix F :
Lemma 33. The matrix F ∈ RM×M is a projection matrix whose entries are poly-
nomials of degrees bounded by D := 3(n− r)d4n−2r .
Proof. In order to prove that F is a projection matrix it is enough to show that F2=F .
From the R-linearity of J and the trace formula (17) we have
(F2)ij =
M∑
k=1
J( Uai Uck)J( Uak Ucj) = J
((
M∑
k=1
J( Uai Uck) Uak
)
Ucj
)
= J( Uai Ucj) = Fij:
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The degree bounds obtained in Theorem 32 and Proposition 27 and Bezout inequality,
yield the stated degree bounds as follows:
deg(Fij) = degJ( Uai Ucj) ≤ {deg(aicj) + (n− r)(dn−r + dn deg(V ))}dn deg(V )
≤ {(n− r)(d− 1) + (n− r)(dn−r + dn deg(V ))}dn deg(V )
≤ 3(n− r)d4n−2r :
The next theorem relates explicitly each basis of the image of the projection F with
another one of S. This relation allows to estimate the degrees of a basis of S by means
of Theorem 22:
Theorem 34. Let wk = (wk1; : : : ; wkM ) ∈ RM ; 1 ≤ k ≤ s; be an R-basis of Im(F); then
the elements
∑M
j=1 wkjcj; with 1 ≤ k ≤ s; form an R-basis of S.
In particular; there exists an R-basis of S whose elements are the classes of poly-
nomials in k[x1; : : : ; xn] with degrees bounded by (nd)O((n−r)r).
Proof. Let us consider the following diagram:
0 −−−−−→ Ker(F) −−−−−→ RM F−−−−−→ Im(F) −−−−−→ 0
id
 id
 ’

0 −−−−−→ Ker(G) −−−−−→ RM G−−−−−→ S −−−−−→ 0
where G : RM → S is the morphism mapping each element ei of the canonical ba-
sis of RM to Uci ∈ S and ’ is the map de5ned by ’(w) :=
∑M
j=1 wjcj for any w=
(w1; : : : ; wM ) ∈ Im(F). Let us observe that G is an epimorphism because the elements
ci are a system of generators of S over R (Proposition 27).
By the trace formula (17) we have for any ei the following equality:
’(F(ei)) = ’(J(a1ci); : : : ; J(aMci)) =
M∑
j=1
J(ajci)cj = ci = G(ei):
On the other hand, (w1; : : : ; wM ) ∈ Ker(F) if and only if
∑M
j=1 J(aicj)wj = 0 for all
i = 1; : : : ; M; or equivalently J
(
ai
∑M
j=1 cjwj
)
= 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; M . From the trace
formula (17) this relation implies
∑M
j=1 cjwj=0, in other words (w1; : : : ; wM ) ∈ Ker(G).
Summarizing, we have seen that Ker(F) = Ker(G).
Therefore the previous diagram is commutative. Hence ’ is an isomorphism and if
w1; : : : ; ws ∈ RM is an R-basis of Im(F), the elements ’(w1); : : : ; ’(ws) form an R-basis
of S.
In order to 5nish the proof, it su@ces to see the existence of a basis of S with the
claimed degree bounds.
Applying Theorem 22 to the projection matrix F , one obtains an R-basis of Im(F)
formed by polynomial vectors wk with coordinates wki of degrees bounded by (MD)O(r)
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(recall that R = k[x1; : : : ; xr] and D is the degree upper bound for the entries of F
obtained in Lemma 33). Taking into account that M ≤ 3(nd)n−r (Proposition 27), we
have
(MD)O(r) ¡
(
3(nd)n−r3(n− r)d4n−2r)O(r) = (nd)O((n−r)r):
Hence, by means of the isomorphism ’; the elements (
∑M
j=1 w
j
kcj) are a basis of S
and we have the following degree bounds for their representatives in k[x1; : : : ; xn]:
deg

 M∑
j=1
wjk cj

≤max
kj
deg(wjk cj) ≤ (nd)O((n−r)r) + (n− r)(d− 1)
= (nd)O((n−r)r):
6. Computing bases in single exponential time
Throughout this section we shall keep the notations previously introduced: k is a per-
fect 5eld and x1; : : : ; xn are indeterminates over k. Let f1; : : : ; fn−r be a regular sequence
of polynomials in k[x1; : : : ; xn] of degrees bounded by an integer d and given by a slp
of size ‘, de5ning a variety V . We denote by S the ring k[x1; : : : ; xn]=(f1; : : : ; fn−r)
and R := k[x1; : : : ; xr], and we assume that the canonical morphism R → S is integral
and injective. We also maintain the notations related to the trace tools introduced in
Section 5.1 and we shall not repeat them here.
Under these hypotheses S is a free R-module of rank L ≤ dn−r ≤ dn (see for instance
[21, Corollary 3:3:2] or [2, Corollary 6]). The goal of this section is the computation
of polynomials in k[x1; : : : ; xn] whose classes are an R-basis of S.
For this purpose, following Theorem 34 and Theorem 22, it su@ces to construct
explicitly the projection matrix F with entries in R, introduced in Section 5.3.
The 5rst step will be to give an e4ective version of Proposition 27 in order to
construct the polynomials am; cm ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn]. Recall that these polynomials are not
uniquely determined but they must verify the equality:
det(lij) =
∑
m
am(x1; : : : ; xr ; xr+1; : : : ; xn)cm(x1; : : : ; xr ; yr+1; : : : ; yn): (19)
Although the coe@cients lij ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn; yr+1; : : : ; yn] are also not uniquely deter-
mined, they satisfy the relations:
f(Y )i − fi =
n−r∑
j=1
lij(yr+j − xr+j) (20)
for all i = 1; : : : ; n− r (see formula (16)).
The Taylor expansion of f(Y )i − fi as polynomials with coe@cients in k[x1; : : : ; xn]
and variables yr+1; : : : ; yn around the point (xr+1; : : : ; xn) assures the existence of the
polynomials lij, but this method is not totally convenient from our complexity point of
view. Thus, in order to construct the polynomials lij, we can see relations (20) as an
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e4ective membership problem of the polynomials f(Y )i − fi with respect to the ideal
generated by (yr+j − xr+j) in k[x1; : : : ; xn; yr+1; : : : ; yn]. Remark that the polynomials
we 5nd in this way are not necessarily the same as those we could obtain from the
Taylor expansion. At this point we shall make use of the following result of [20]:
Theorem 35 (Giusti et al. [20, Theorem 19]). Let g1; : : : ; gs and g be polynomials of
k[x1; : : : ; xn] such that g1; : : : ; gs form a regular sequence and g belongs to the ideal
(g1; : : : ; gs). For 1 ≤ j ≤ s denote by ,j := deg (V (g1; : : : ; gj)) the degree of the
a;ne variety de:ned by the ideal (g1; : : : ; gj) which we suppose to be radical. Write
, :=max1≤j≤s−1{,j} and e :=max1≤j≤s{deg (gj)}. Assume that the polynomials
g1; : : : ; gs; g are given by a slp of size L. Then there exists a well parallelizable algo-
rithm which runs in sequential time (se,L)O(1) and computes polynomials p1; : : : ; ps ∈
k[x1; : : : ; xn] with the following properties:
1. g= p1g1 + · · ·+ psgs.
2. max1≤j≤s {deg(pj)} ≤ (2s2e +max{e; deg(g)}),.
Moreover the polynomials p1; : : : ; ps are given by a slp of size deg
2(g) (se,L)O(1).
Applying this theorem we have in our case:
Corollary 36. There exists a well parallelizable algorithm running in sequential time
((n − r)‘)O(1) from the input polynomials f1; : : : ; fn−r ; whose output is a slp of size
d2((n−r)‘)O(1) which evaluates a family of polynomials lij; i; j=1; : : : ; n−r satisfying
relations (20) and maxij{deg (lij)} ≤ 2(n− r)2 + d.
Proof. For each 5xed index i = 1; : : : ; n − r, it is easy to see that the polynomials
gj :=yr+j − xr+j; j = 1; : : : ; n − r, and g :=f(Y )i − fi verify all the hypotheses of the
previous theorem over the polynomial ring k[x1; : : : ; xn; yr+1; : : : ; yn]. Moreover, in this
case we have: s= n− r; ,= e = 1; deg(g) = d and L= 2‘ + 1.
Therefore, we can apply (n − r)-times Theorem 35 and get the polynomials lij
verifying the statement of the corollary.
With the polynomials lij just obtained we are able to compute the polynomials am; cm
as follows:
Proposition 37. There exists a well parallelizable algorithm running in sequential time
‘O(1)((n− r)d)O(n−r) from the input polynomials f1; : : : ; fn−r ; whose output is a slp of
the same size which evaluates two families of polynomials: am ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xr ; xr+1; : : : ;
xn]; cm ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xr ; yr+1; : : : ; yn]; m=1; : : : ; M := ((n−r)d)O(n−r); verifying the state-
ment of Proposition 27.
Proof. It is enough to 5nd a decomposition of det(lij) as in equality (19). The poly-
nomial det(lij) of degree bounded by (n− r)(2(n− r)2 +d) can be found by means of
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Subroutine B item 1, in time (d(n− r)‘)O(1) and it is given by a slp of the same size.
In order to obtain the polynomials am; cm it su@ces to write det(lij) in dense form with
respect to the variables yr+1; : : : ; yn by means of Subroutine A, obtaining in this way
the polynomials am ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn] in time ‘O(1)((n− r)d)O(n−r) given by a slp of the
same size. The polynomials cm are the corresponding monomials of degrees bounded
by deg(det(lij)) in the variables yr+1; : : : ; yn and can be evaluated in the obvious way
by a slp of size (n− r) log(deg(det(lij))) = (n− r)O(1) log(d). Since there are at most
deg(det(lij))(n−r) = ((n− r)d)O(n−r) many monomials we get the bounds.
The next step is the computation of each ij-entry, J (aicj), of the projection matrix F
(where J is the trace associated to the regular sequence f1; : : : ; fn−r as in De5nition 28).
This problem, the explicit construction of the trace, has been considered in previous
articles (see for example [18, Lemma 3:4:1] and [29]) in order to obtain e@cient
e4ective NullstellensWatze; the results shown in these papers are essentially enough for
our purposes and thus we shall only repeat here their statements adapting them to our
situation.
We denote by K :=k(x1; : : : ; xr) the quotient 5eld of R and S ′ :=S⊗RK  k(x1; : : : ; xr)
[xr+1; : : : ; xn]=(f1; : : : ; fn−r) (observe that under our assumptions S ′ is a K-vector space
of dimension L = rankR(S)). Let J′ := J ⊗R Id : S ′ → K be the canonical extension
of the trace J. The next lemma (see [18, Section 3:4:1]) computes explicitly a K-
basis of S ′ and the matrix of the map J′ in this basis. Unfortunately, this lemma
requires the additional hypothesis of the reduceness of the ring S in order to obtain
a well parallelizable algorithm, if this condition is dropped the sequential complexity
remains single exponential but the parallel one increases exponentially in n (see also
[18, Section 2:4:1]).
Lemma 38. Suppose that the regular sequence f1; : : : ; fn−r generates a radical ideal.
There exists a well parallelizable algorithm running in time (n− r)‘dO(n) whose input
are the polynomials f1; : : : ; fn−r ; and whose output are the following items:
1. a slp of size dO(n) which evaluates a non zero polynomial M in R of degree dO(n);
2. a slp of size dO(n) which evaluates a family of polynomials e1 := 1; : : : ; eL in k[x1; : : : ;
xn] such that the set E formed by their classes e1; : : : ; eL in S ′ is a K-basis
of S ′;
3. a slp of size dO(n) which evaluates the entries of a family of polynomial matrices
Mr+1; : : : ; Mn in RL × L such that: the degrees of their coe;cients are bounded by
dO(n) and (1=M)Mr+1; : : : ; (1=M)Mn are the matrices of the K-endomorphisms of S ′;
induced by the multiplications by xr+1; : : : ; xn; in the basis E;
4. a slp of size dO(n) which evaluates a family of polynomials N1; : : : ; NL in R of
degrees dO(n) such that the matrix of the extended trace J′ of S ′ in the basis E
is the matrix (N1; : : : ; NL).
Proof. A proof of this lemma can be found in [18, Section 3:4:1] for the case of
input polynomials given in dense representation. Our statement (inputs given by a slp)
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follows immediately from Subroutine A which allows to compute all the coe@cients
of the polynomials f1; : : : ; fn−r in time (n− r)‘dO(n).
By means of the previous lemma we are able to construct explicitly the matrix F :
Corollary 39. Suppose that the regular sequence f1; : : : ; fn−r generates a radical
ideal. There exists a well parallelizable algorithm running in time O(n)‘dO(n) from
the input polynomials f1; : : : ; fn−r whose output is a slp of size dO(n) which evaluates
the entries of the matrix F .
Proof. Since the entries of F are the polynomials J(aicj) it su@ces to compute them.
From Proposition 37, we can compute the polynomials aicj as a sum of their monomials
(whose degrees are bounded by (n−r)(d−1)). Hence, in order to compute J(aicj) it is
enough to compute the image by J of the class of each of these monomials. Therefore
without loss of generality, we shall compute J
(∏n
k=1 x
-k
k
)
.
For any f ∈ k[x1; : : : ; xn], we denote by Mf the matrix in KL×L associated to the en-
domorphism of S ′ induced by the multiplication by Uf in the basis E of Lemma 38 item
2. In the particular case that f :=
∏n
k=1 x
-k
k we have that Mf=
∏r
k=1 x
-k
k
∏n
k=r+1 M
-k
xk =∏r
k=1 x
-k
k
∏n
k=r+1(1=M
-k )M-kk , where Mk are the matrices obtained by means of Lemma
38 (item 3). The 5rst column of the matrix Mf is a vector of the form (@1=MT ; : : : ; @L=MT )
where T := -r+1 + · · · + -n and each @t ∈ R; 1 ≤ t ≤ L; can be explicitly
computed.
Since e1 =1, we deduce that
∏n
k=1 x
-k
k =
∑L
t=1(@t=M
T )et and therefore J(
∏n
k=1 x
-k
k )=∑L
t=1(@t=M
T )Nt ∈ R:
The polynomial
∑L
t=1(@t=M
T )Nt has degree dO(n) and is given by a slp (with divi-
sions!) of size dO(n). Avoiding the divisions by means of Strassen’s procedure (see
also [18, Section 2.2]), we can compute in time O(r)dO(n) a division free slp of size
dO(n) which evaluates the mentioned polynomial.
Finally, adding all the complexity costs, we get the stated sequential time.
At this point, we are able to compute easily an R-basis of S:
Theorem 40. Suppose that the regular sequence f1; : : : ; fn−r generates a radical ideal.
There exists a well parallelizable algorithm running in sequential time O(n)‘dO(n
2)
which computes; from the input polynomials f1; : : : ; fn−r ; a slp of size nO(1)dO(n
2) which
evaluates a family of polynomials in k[x1; : : : ; xn] of degrees bounded by ndO(n
2); and
whose classes in S form an R-basis of this module.
Proof. After applying the algorithm of Theorem 22 to the matrix F , obtained by means
of the previous corollary, we get in time O(n)‘dO(n
2) an R-basis {w1; : : : ; ws} of the
image of the F , where each wk is a polynomial vector (wk1; : : : ; wkM ); M :=dO(n),
their coordinates have degrees bounded by dO(n
2) and they are given by a slp of size
nO(1)dO(n
2).
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Therefore (see Theorem 34), the polynomials
∑M
j=1 wkjcj; k=1; : : : ; s; are an R-basis
of S.
Remark. Let us observe, that the hypothesis of the reduceness of the ring S can be
dropped if we are not interested in the parallel complexity. This fact follows from the
observation preceding Lemma 38.
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